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1 Introduction and summary
Symmetries of dynamical equations have always played very important role in string theory.
Conformal symmetry of the worldsheet led to Polyakov’s reformulation of the theory [1, 2],
making it amenable to quantization, and provided powerful tools for performing calcula-
tions [3, 4]. Study of string dualities [5–8] led to great insights into dynamics of string
theory at strong coupling and to formulation of the gauge/gravity duality [9–11]. More
recently discovery of hidden symmetries of equations for a classical string led to the discov-
ery of integrability [12, 13], which stimulated a great progress in understanding of string
dynamics and gauge/gravity duality (see [14] for the review and list of references). To
gain additional insights into properties of quantum gravity and strong interactions it is
very important to look for new examples of integrable string backgrounds. Since at low
energies strings behave as point-like particles, integrable structures must give rise to hidden
symmetries of supergravity, which will be investigated in this article.
Integrability of classical strings on certain backgrounds is guaranteed by an infinite
number of conserved quantities which can be extracted from reformulating the dynamical
equations as a linear Lax pair [15]. Unfortunately, there is no algorithmic procedure for

















for demonstrating that a particular background does not have a Lax pair, and it has been
applied in [16–18] to rule out several promising candidates, such as strings on a conifold and
on asymptotically-flat geometry produced by D3 branes. Unfortunately, this procedure for
ruling out integrability is rather complicated, and it has to be applied on a case-by-case
basis, so in [19] we used a different approach based on the study of geodesics. Since at low
energies strings behave as point particles, integrability must survive as a hidden symmetry
of such objects, and this gives a very coarse necessary condition for integrability, which can
be tested for large classes of backgrounds. Interestingly, this condition was sufficient for
ruling out integrability on all known supersymmetric geometries produced by D-branes,
with an exception of AdSp×Sq and a couple of other examples [19]. Of course, to analyze
the integrability of geodesics one has to start with explicit solutions, and the nontrivial
integrable deformations of AdSp×Sq [20–28] had to be constructed using special techniques
rather than obtained as members of known families.1 This article is a continuation of the
program initiated in [19]: it extends the earlier results to geometries without supersymme-
try, and, more importantly, it uncovers the hidden symmetries underlying integrability of
geodesics. In spite of this continuity, this paper does not require familiarity with [19].
Study of geodesics has a long history in general relativity, and the most powerful meth-
ods are based on the analysis of the Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) equation. It is well-know that
such equation separates if the background contains cyclic (ignorable) directions, but some-
times separation happens even between non-cyclic coordinates. The simplest example of
such ‘accidental separation’ comes from the three-dimensional flat space in spherical coor-
dinates: the polar angle θ separates in the HJ equation, although the metric depends on
this coordinate. In this case the separation can be attributed to the SU(2) symmetries of
the sphere, but similar argument cannot be applied to the Kerr black hole, which has only
U(1)×U(1) isometry, although the θ coordinate still separates. The technical aspects of
this separation will be reviewed in section 2.2, and here we just recall that the separation
is associated with a hidden symmetry encoded in the Killing tensor (KT) [36–38]. The
same tensor also leads to separation of the Klein-Gordon equation even beyond the eikonal
approximation. The Kerr metric also gives rise to separable Dirac equation, this is guar-
anteed by an additional symmetry encoded in the Killing-Yano tensor (KYT) [39]. Over
the last four decades Killing(-Yano) tensors have been found for other geometries both in
general relativity [40–44] and in string theory [45, 46], and in this article we will construct
KYT for a large class geometries in arbitrary numbers of dimensions, which contains most
of the known examples as special cases.
Killing(-Yano) tensors encode all continuous symmetries of solutions in general rela-
tivity, but string theory also has discrete symmetries associated with dualities, which can
be promoted to a continuous group of solution-generating transformations in supergravity.
This leads to a very natural question: what happens with Killing(-Yano) tensors under
action by this group? Answering this question is one of the main goals of this paper. A
slightly different question was answered in the article [47], which identified the subset of
1Analysis of [19] focused only on geometries supported by the Ramond-Ramond fluxes, which allowed
us to analyze very large families. The ‘isolated points’ discussed [20–28] contained mixed fluxes, and they
would have survived the analysis of [19] had it been performed. Integrability of strings on the beta-deformed

















duality transformation leaving the Killing-Yano tensor invariant. As we will see, in general
both Killing and Killing-Yano tensors are changed by the dualities, even the equation for
the KYT is modified. However, for the special cases discussed in [47] our results agree with
that paper. In this article we focus on dualities in the NS-NS sector since our preliminary
study of the Ramond-Ramond backgrounds indicates that T duality applied to such ge-
ometries may change the rank of the KYT and even produce Killing-Yano tensors of mixed
rank. A very brief discussion of this point is given in section 4.3.
This paper has the following organization.
In sections 2.1 and 2.3 we review some well-known properties of Killing(-Yano) tensors,
and in section 2.2 we rewrite them in a slightly unusual form which becomes crucial for
the subsequent discussion. Usually one uses the Killing tensor to produce a conserved
quantity which leads to separation of the HJ and Klein-Gordon equations, and only one
such quantity can be constructed from a given Killing tensor. In section 2.2 we argue that
if one looks further and studies the eigenvalues of the Killing tensor, then a single KT can
lead to a family of conserved quantities since the detailed analysis of eigenvalues allows
one to construct a family of Killing tensors from a single representative using an algebraic
procedure (i.e., without solving differential equations). As a bi-product of this analysis
we also demonstrate that separation caused by nontrivial Killing tensors in any number
of dimensions can only happen in (degenerate) ellipsoidal coordinates, this generalizes the
earlier result of [19] to non-supersymmetric geometries. In section 2.3 we also show that the
eigenvectors of the Killing tensors lead to simple expressions for the Killing-Yano tensors
when the latter exist.
After developing this general technology we apply it in section 3 to write the Killing-
Yano and Killing tensors for the Myers-Perry black holes [48] in arbitrary number of di-
mensions with arbitrary number of rotations. In section 5.1 this construction is extended
to charged solutions built from Myers-Perry geometries by application of the solution-
generating dualities, and relatively simple explicit expressions for the Killing(-Yano) tensors
are derived.
The general effects of string dualities on Killing(-Yano) tensors are discussed in
section 4, where it is demonstrated that Killing vectors (KV) and Killing tensors sur-
vive under dualities if certain conditions on the Kalb-Ramond field are satisfied, and the
resulting transformations for the KV and KT are derived.2 For the Killing-Yano tensors
the situation is rather different: while dualities generically destroy the standard KYT, they
preserve the modified version of the KYT equation, which is derived in section 4.3. We
demonstrate that such duality-invariant modification is unique and derive the transforma-
tion laws for the Killing-Yano tensor. Several examples of the modified KY tensors are
discussed in section 5.
While studying massless particles, one encounters Conformal Killing(-Yano) tensors
(CKT and CKYT), and their behavior under string dualities has some unusual aspects.
The conformal objects are discussed throughout the paper along with their standard coun-
terparts. Some technical details are presented in appendices.
2For Killing vectors, a very nice interpretation of the transformation law in terms of the Double Field
Theory [49–53] is discussed in section 4.1, but unfortunately a natural embedding of KT and KYT in this

















2 Killing(-Yano) tensors in higher dimensions
2.1 Killing tensors and Killing-Yano tensors
Symmetries play very important role in physics, and symmetries of geometries are encoded
in Killing vectors and Killing tensors. In this section we will review some well-known
properties of these objects and establish the notation which will be used in the rest of
the paper.
We begin with recalling that the Killing vector (KV) is defined as a vector field V
which leaves the metric invariant. In other words, the Lie derivative of the metric along V
must vanish:
LV gMN = 0 . (2.1)
Relation (2.1) can be rewritten as
LV gMN = V P∂P gMN + ∂MV P gPN + ∂NV P gMP = ∇MVN +∇NVM = 0, (2.2)
and it implies that the metric does not change under an infinitesimal transformation
x′M = xM + ǫV M . (2.3)
Since Killing vectors encode symmetries, they are always associated with conserved quan-





is conserved along any geodesic.
The correspondence between Killing vectors and integrals of motion is not one-to-one:
some conserved quantities are not associated with KV. However, it was shown by Penrose
and Walker [38] that any integral of motion that depends on momentum comes either from







where KMN satisfies a linear equation
∇MKNP +∇NKMP +∇PKMN = 0. (2.6)
To determine whether the integrals of motion survive in quantum theory as well, one
should analyze separability of the Klein-Gordon equation, and as shown in [54], the relevant
conserved quantity must be associated with eigenvalues of the differential operator
Kˆ ≡ 1√−g∂M
[√−gKMN∂N]+ k(x) (2.7)
with some function k(x). As demonstrated in [54, 55], operator Kˆ commutes with ∇M∇M


















In general, presence of the Killing tensor does not imply separability of the Dirac
equation, this requires existence of an anti-symmetric Killing-Yano tensor (KYT) YMN
which satisfies the defining equation [39]
∇MYNP +∇NYMP = 0. (2.8)
This equation can be generalized to tensors of arbitrary rank as [56, 57]
∇(MYN)P1...Pk−1 = 0, YP1...Pk = Y[P1...Pk]. (2.9)
In four dimensions KYT of rank k > 2 can be dualized into vectors and scalars, but in string
theory one encounters interesting solutions of (2.9), which will be discussed throughout
this paper. It is also possible to define Killing tensors of rank k > 2 as solutions of the
equation [38]
∇(M1KM2...Mk+1) = 0, (2.10)
but such objects will not play any role in our discussion.
Any KYT gives rise to a Killing tensor of rank two via the relation
KMN = YM
A1...Ak−1YNA1...Ak−1 . (2.11)
This equation has a simple interpretation: separability of the Dirac equation implies one
for the Klein-Gordon equation in the same coordinates. In section 2.2 we will present a
detailed analysis of Killing tensors and outline a procedure for “extracting the square root”
from them which allows one to construct the Killing-Yano tensors, if they exist.
So far we discussed the integrals of motion for massive particles, but some additional
symmetries might arise in the massless case. For example, while the metric
ds2 = dr2 + r2dφ2 (2.12)
is not invariant under rescaling of r coordinate, massless particles are not sensitive to such
rescaling, so while
V = r∂r (2.13)
is not a Killing vector, it does lead to conserved quantities for massless particles. Such
conformal Killing vectors (CKV) satisfy equation
∇MVN +∇NVM = vgMN , (2.14)
where v is an arbitrary functions of all coordinates. If v is a constant, then the correspond-
ing CKV is called homothetic [58–60], and such vectors will play an important role in the
analysis presented in section 4.1.3.
The conformal Killing(-Yano) tensors (CKT and CKYT) are defined as solutions of
equations
∇(M1KM2...Mk+1) = W(M1...Mk−1gMkMk+1), (2.15)




















with coordinate-dependent tensors W and Z. Notice that under rescaling of the metric,
CKV, CKT and CKYT transform in a simple way,3 so they survive S duality and transition
from the string to the Einstein frame. Ordinary Killing vectors have the same feature, as
long as we impose a reasonable restriction on the dilaton:
LV e2Φ = V M∂Me2Φ = 0. (2.16)
On the other hand, the ordinary KT and KYT are usually destroyed by coordinate-
dependent rescaling of the metric, so they exist only in one frame. Conformal trans-
formations of the KT and KYT are discussed in appendix A.
We will mostly focus on rank-2 KT and CKT, and they can be constructed by squaring
KYT or CKYT:
KMN = YMA1...Ak−1YNA1...Ak−1 , WM = 2YMA1...Ak−1ZA1...Ak−1 . (2.17)
For rank-1 and rank-2 (C)KYT this construction is well-known, and direct computation
shows that it works for all k.
Conformal Killing tensors KMN with WM = −∇Mφ have a special property: they can
be extended to the standard KT KMN by
KMN = KMV + φgmn. (2.18)
To see this one can take a covariant derivative of (2.18) and symmetrize the result:
∇(MKNP ) = ∇(MKNP ) +∇(MφgNP ) = 0. (2.19)
This construction will be illustrated in section 2.3 by comparing KT and CKT for rotating
black holes.
2.2 Killing tensors and the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
Solutions of the equation for the KT,
∇PKMN +∇MKNP +∇NKPM = 0 (2.20)
form a linear space, in particular, a ‘trivial subspace’ is spanned by combinations of the
metric and Killing vectors,








with constant coefficients e0, eij . In this subsection we will establish a one-to-one correspon-
dence between nontrivial Killing tensors and separation of variables in the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation
gMN∂MS∂NS + µ
2 = 0. (2.22)

















2.2.1 Killing tensors from the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
There are several notions of separability for equation (2.22), and we focus on the standard
one by assuming that
S = S(x1, . . . xk) + S(xk+1 . . . xn). (2.23)
This assumption can be generalized to R-separability as
S = S(x1, . . . xk) + S(xk+1 . . . xn) + S0(x1 . . . xn), (2.24)
where S0(x1 . . . xn) is a known function of its arguments
4 [61]. However, this generalization
will not play any role in our discussion.
Equation (2.22) separates as (2.23) if and only if three conditions are satisfied:
(a) Coordinates xM can be divided into cyclic coordinates z and two other groups, which
will be denoted by x and y. The metric does not depend on coordinates z.









MN = 0, Xy
iM = 0, Y x
iM = 0. (2.25)
(c) Function f can be decomposed as
f = fx − fy, ∂yfx = 0, ∂xfy = 0, ∂zfx = ∂zfy = 0. (2.26)
Conditions (a)–(c) allow us to rewrite equation (2.22) as
XMN∂MS∂NS + µ
2fx = −Y MN∂MS∂NS + µ2fy, (2.27)
where the left-hand side depends only on x, and the right-hand side depends only on y.
This implies that
I ≡ [XMN − fxgMN] ∂MS∂NS (2.28)
must be an integral of motion, and as such it must be associated with a Killing tensor:
I = KMN∂MS∂NS. (2.29)
We conclude that separation of variables (a)–(c) is associated with Killing tensor
KMN = XMN − fx
f
(







If condition (c) is not satisfied, then equation (2.22) separates only for µ = 0, and the
associated conformal Killing tensor is
KMN = XMN . (2.31)
After reviewing the standard procedure for extracting the Killing tensor from sepa-
ration of variables [36–38], we discuss the inverse problem: recovery of separation from a
given Killing tensor.
4The counterpart of (2.24) for the Schro¨dinger equation is
Ψ = X(x1 . . . xk)Y (xk+1 . . . xn)Ψ0(x1 . . . xn)

















2.2.2 Separation of variables from Killing tensor
Every Killing tensor gives rise to an integral of motion via (2.29), and such constant must
be associated with separation of variables as in (2.28). While the separation functions
(fx, fy) and the corresponding tensors (X
MN , Y MN ) are encoded in the Killing tensor,
extracting them requires further analysis, and as we will demonstrate, this analysis may
lead to an entire family of the Killing tensors which can be constructed algebraically from
one representative. Schematically our results can be represented as
Eigenvalues
of KT










XMN + Y MN
)





and consider an eigenvalue problem:
KMNZN = Λg
MNZN . (2.34)
Assuming that metric has at least one non-cyclic direction5 x and that there is at least one






XxNZN ⇒ Λ = −fy. (2.35)
In other words, some eigenvalues of the Killing tensor give the separation functions, and
corresponding eigenvectors can be used to recover the relevant tensors (XMN , Y MN ). The
cyclic coordinates complicate this construction, so they should be ignored to recover the
separation function and added back in the end. Specifically, we propose the following
procedure for extracting the separation function from the Killing tensor:
















Notice that some eigenvalues may vanish of be degenerate.












∂NΛb = 0 for all (a, b). (2.37)
If all projectors are cyclic, the Killing tensor can be built from Killing vectors and
the metric.
5This assumption is violated only for flat space in Cartesian coordinates.
6To avoid cumbersome formulas, we focus on non-degenerate eigenvalues. In general the left hand side
of (2.37) should refer to an eigenvalue Λ and the right-hand side should contain summation over all a with

















(3) Remove all directions associated with cyclic projectors and construct the reduced met-






















Non-cyclic components of equation (2.20) imply that KredMN is a Killing tensor for g
red
MN .
Nontrivial KredMN and g
red
MN imply that Killing tensor cannot be constructed from the
Killing vectors and the metric.








a, ∂j∂k ln gm = 0 for different (i, j, k). (2.38)
Then analysis of the Killing equations shows that generically the reduced metric and













[xk − xj ], Λj = ∂jΛ, (2.39)
where Λ(x1 . . . xn) is a linear polynomial in every (x1 . . . xn) symmetric under inter-
change of every pair of arguments.
(5) Separation of variables in the reduced metric is accomplished by multiplying the re-




[xk − xj ]. (2.40)








pI(k)p (x1 . . . xk−1, xk+1 . . . xn), (2.41)
which implies that all I
(k)
p must be constant.7 This construction separates variable xk,
and other coordinates can be separated in the same fashion
(6) After coordinates (x1 . . . xn) have been constructed, cyclic directions can be added
back, and upon multiplication by (2.40) the complete d-dimensional HJ equation takes
the form (2.41). This follows from the fact that K from (2.36) was a Killing tensor for
the d-dimensional metric.
(7) A given Killing tensor corresponds to a particular function Λ in (2.39), and a family
of Killing tensors for the reduced metric can be constructed by keeping the same
coordinates and introducing an arbitrary polynomial Λ.
7Integrals of motion I
(k)
p are closely related to the separation constants which arise from breaking the
HJ equation into pieces using Sta¨ckel determinant. A detailed discussion of the Sta¨ckel’s method can be

















Steps (1)–(7) outline our construction, and the details and justification are presented in
the appendix B.1. A different approach to separation functions and Killing tensors was
developed in [62–64], and our results are consistent with theirs.
Expressions (2.39) generalize Jacobi’s ellipsoidal coordinates [65] to curved space, and
we derived them assuming that the dependence on (x1 . . . xn) is generic. Specifically we
assumed that g1 depends on all n coordinates. It is also possible to have some degenerate
cases where some xj does not appears in g1, but such solutions can be obtained by taking
some singular limits of the ellipsoidal coordinates. In the appendix B.2 we review such
singular limits for the ellipsoidal coordinates in flat three-dimensional space.
To summarize, in this subsection we clarified the relation between Killing tensors and
separation of variables. It is well-known that separation of variables leads to a Killing
tensor, which is associated with a conserved quantity [36–38], but in higher dimensions,
where the metric can depend on three or more variables and may admit more than one
nontrivial Killing tensor, the correspondence is more interesting. As illustrated in the
diagram (2.32), a single separation of variables may give rise to a family of Killing tensors,
and the entire family can be constructed from a single member by studying its eigenvalues.
In section 3 our construction will be applied to an important example of the Myers-Perry
black hole, and in section 5.1 it will be extended to the charged version of that solution.
But first we discuss the additional symmetry structures which appear when the geometry
admits a Killing-Yano tensor.
2.3 Killing-Yano tensors of various ranks
While Killing-Yano tensors (KYT) of rank two are well-known from general relativity in
four dimensions, the objects with higher rank are less familiar, so in this subsection we
will present several examples of such Killing-Yano tensors and discuss their relation to
Killing tensors.
Recall that the Killing-Yano tensors are defined as solutions of equation (2.9)
∇(MYN)P1...Pk−1 = 0, YP1...Pk = Y[P1...Pk]. (2.42)
As reviewed in section 2.1, any Killing-Yano tensor leads to a Killing tensor via (2.11). For
example, any d-dimensional space admits a trivial KYT of rank d, which is defined as a
volume form, and it squares to the metric. Nontrivial KYT may square to the metric as




where two subspaces have the same dimensionality n. Then volume forms on x and y
spaces give rise to a family of Killing-Yano tensors:
Y = c1Volg + c2Volh ⇒
KMNdX
MdXN = (n− 1)! [c21gmn(x)dxmdxn + c22hµν(y)dyµdyν] . (2.44)
It is clear that a non-trivial KY tensor can square to the metric as long as c21 = c
2
2. For
generic values of constants c1 and c2 Killing tensor has two distinct eigenvalues, and each

















A large class of geometries admitting Killing-Yano tensors comes from rotating black
holes,8 and in the next section we will construct the KYTs for black holes with arbitrary
number of rotations. Before performing this general analysis we review the situation for the
well-known example of the Kerr black hole [67] and extract important lessons from it. The
non-trivial Killing tensor for the Kerr geometry was constructed by Carter [36, 37], and we
begin with rewriting the metric in convenient frames defined as eigenvectors of that KT:









(r2 + a2)dφ− adt] , er = ρ√
∆
dr, eθ = ρdθ,
∆ = r2 + a2 − 2mr, ρ2 = r2 + a2c2θ, cθ = cos θ, sθ = sin θ. (2.45)












, Y = reθ ∧ eφ + (acθ)er ∧ et. (2.46)
We observe that the eigenvalues ofK (r2 and −(acθ)2) appear in pairs, and Y is constructed
from these eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors in a simple way. As we will see
in the next section, this double degeneracy persists in all even dimensions. Notice that
the separating function defined in the previous subsection is equal to the difference of
eigenvalues, and in the present case equation (2.26) becomes
fx = r
2, fy = −(acθ)2, f = r2 + (acθ)2. (2.47)
In odd dimensions the situation is different,9 and to get some insights, we look at a
rotating black hole in five dimensions [48]. Solving equations for the Killing-Yano tensor,
constructing the corresponding KT, and defining the frames as its eigenvalues, we find












+ [r2 − (acθ)2]e2ψ, (2.48)
Y = [reθ ∧ eφ + (acθ)er ∧ et] ∧ eψ.













dr, eθ = ρdθ, eψ = rcθdψ, (2.49)
∆ = r2 + a2 −M, ρ2 = r2 + a2c2θ.
Notice that eigenvalues of K come in two pairs and one special value corresponding to eψ.
In the next section we will demonstrate that this pattern persists in all odd dimensions
8Another interesting class of geometries admitting Killing-Yano tensors comes from putting D-branes
on singular points of Calabi-Yau manifolds. Killing-Yano tensors for Sasaki-Einstein manifolds appearing
in this construction have been recently constructed in [66].
9Since the number of eigenvalues is odd, the double degeneracy is not possible. To avoid unnecessary

















with arbitrary number of rotations. As expected from (2.26), the separating function f is
equal to the difference of two non-cyclic eigenvalues
fx = r
2, fy = −(acθ)2, f = r2 + (acθ)2, (2.50)
but now the Killing tensor has an additional eigenvector eψ associated with cyclic coordi-
nates, and the corresponding eigenvalue is
Λψ = fx + fy = r
2 − (acθ)2. (2.51)
Analysis of section 2.2 did not put any restrictions on cyclic eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
In addition to the standard KYT, rotating black holes may admit a conformal KYT,
which satisfies equations (2.15) and gives rise to a conformal KT (CKT) via (2.17). In
particular, the CKYT and CKT for the Kerr metric (2.45) are





K = r2[e2t − e2r ] + (acθ)2[e2θ + e2φ], W = −d[r2 − a2c2θ], (2.52)
and for the rotating black hole in five dimensions (2.49) they are given by





K = r2[e2t − e2r ] + (acθ)2[e2θ + e2φ], W = −d[r2 − a2c2θ]. (2.53)
Notice that vectors W appearing in (2.52) and (2.53) are written as gradients of scalar
functions, which means that they give rise to standard Killing tensors via (2.18). Direct
calculations show that application of (2.18) to (2.52) and (2.53) leads to the Killing tensors
given in (2.46) and (2.48). Conformal KYT (2.52) and (2.53) will play an important role
in the general analysis presented in section 4.
3 Example: Killing-Yano tensors for the Myers-Perry black hole
In this section we construct a family of Killing–(Yano) tensors for the Myers-Perry black
hole using the techniques introduced in section 2.2. The cases of odd and even dimen-
sions have to be treated differently, so we begin with MP solution in even dimensions
(d = 2n+ 2) [48, 68]:
























































(r2 + a2k). (3.3)
To find the KYT for the geometry (3.1) we observe that the square of the KYT gives a
KT with some components along non-cyclic coordinates, so following the general procedure


















As demonstrated in section 2.2.2, in the appropriate frames the Killing tensor and geome-

















 dxm, Λm = ∂mΛ(x0 . . . xn), (3.6)
and Λ is a symmetric polynomial linear in every argument. To determine the new coordi-
nates (x1 . . . xn+1) in terms of (r, µ1 . . . µn) we begin with m = 0 case when metric (3.4)
becomes flat and the relation between (x0 . . . xn+1) and (r, µ1 . . . µn) is given in terms of













(a2i − a2k). (3.7)
Note that here the variables are arranged in the following order
r2 > 0 > x1 > −a21 > x2 > −a22 > · · · > xn > −a2n. (3.8)
It turns out that mass does not spoil this relation, and in terms of (x0 . . . xn) metric (3.4)












(xi − xk). (3.9)
From now on Latin indices take values (1 . . . n), and we also define convenient quantities












(r2 − xk). (3.10)
10In this section we have to distinguish between ea = eaMdx
M and ea = e
M
a ∂M , so the frame indices are





















So far we have ignored the cyclic coordinates since components of the Killing tensor in
these directions contain an ambiguity of adding an arbitrary combination of Killing vectors:







b , V0 = ∂t, Vi = ∂φi . (3.11)
Once the proper non-cyclic coordinates (x0 . . . xn) are found, we can determine the remain-
ing components of the Killing tensor by studying the separation of variables associated with
it. Specifically, we look at the Hamilton-Jacobi equation associated with (3.1) and write it
in coordinates (x0 . . . xn):∑
i
4Hi(−xi)





2 + gab∂aS∂bS = −µ2. (3.12)
To separate r coordinate, we have to multiply the last relation by
ρr = RF =
∏
k
(r2 − xk) (3.13)







Notice that one Killing tensor leads to several integrals of motion, while the standard
prescription [36–38] allows us to construct only one:
I = KMN∂MS∂NS. (3.15)
The ‘extra’ conserved quantities came as the result of our analysis of eigenvalues: the
coordinates (r2, x1 . . . xn) define a family of the Killing tensors parameterized by the poly-
nomial Λ, and the coordinates can be extracted from any special solution. Then starting
with any member of the family and analyzing its eigenvalues, we can recover other Killing
tensors by changing coefficients in Λ, as summarized by (2.32).
Extraction of the explicit expressions for Ik is straightforward, but we will be interested
in a different aspect of (3.14). To extend the relations (3.5) beyond non-cyclic variables, we
should identify the relevant cyclic frames, in particular, they should form pairs with er and
exi .
11 To extract the partner of er, we set (r
2 − xi) → 0 in (3.14),12 then the right-hand
side coming from (3.12) contains only one frame:


























i ) . (3.17)
11This follows from the existence of the Killing-Yano tensor, as discussed below.
12This is a very formal manipulation: although we set (r2−xi) → 0 for all i, we assume that xi−xj 6= 0.
The goal of this operation is to remove all x-dependent terms from (3.14). We also recall that (3.14) comes

































As before, we formally replace (r2 − xi) and (xj − xi) by zero to extract























For future reference we summarize the frames and notation associated with Myers-Perry




























































































(r2 + a2k), FR =
∏
k




In terms of frames (3.20) the metric and the Killing tensor become
















Here Λr and Λk are symmetric polynomials, as guaranteed by the general construction of
section 2.2. The most general KT is obtained by adding Killing vectors (see (3.11)) and
the metric to the last expression, and this leads to modification of eigenvalues. We are
primarily interested in KT that comes from squaring a Killing-Yano tensor, this requires a
double degeneracy in the eigenvalues, so (3.21) is the most natural choice.

















The simplest KYT is the volume form,







and its square gives a trivial KT with Λr = Λk = 1 in (3.21). Experience with KYT for the
Kerr metric suggests that there is also a KYT of rank 2(n−1) and it should have the form




















√−x1, Λr = x1, Λ1 = r2, (3.24)
and generalization to higher dimensions is straightforward:14
λr =
√









Direct calculation shows that (3.23) with (3.25) solves the equation for the KYT. A clear
pattern appears:
To construct a KYT of rank 2(n−k) one should start with (3.22) and symmet-
rically remove k pairs using the rule
et ∧ er →
√
r2, exi ∧ ei → −√−xi. (3.26)
Then the square of this KYT is the KT (3.21) with
Λr = ∂x0Λ, Λi = ∂iΛ, Λ = x0x1 . . . xk + perm, x0 = r
2. (3.27)
For example, for k = 2 this procedure gives

































Rather than proving the procedure (3.26) we connect it to a very nice discussion of [69–80],



















by applying an operation





14The sign difference between (3.24) and (3.25) is explained by different conventions for Kerr BH (where
we use
√
a2 = a) and Myers-Perry BH (where
√

















While our equations (3.26), (3.27) give simpler expressions for the KYT and KT due to
the use of convenient frames, they reduce to the construction (3.29)–(3.30) once (3.29) is
rewritten in the frames (3.20):
h = rer ∧ et +
∑
i
√−xiexi ∧ ei. (3.31)
Construction (3.30)–(3.31) is proven in appendix C, and here we just outline the steps:
1. Expression (3.31) gives a conformal Killing-Yano tensor (CKYT) for the Myers-Perry
black hole, and the two-form h is closed.
2. The product Y = [∧hk] has the same properties as h (i.e., it is a closed CKYT).
3. A Hodge dual of any closed CKYT is a KYT.
Justifications of these statements are scattered throughout the literature [69–73, 77, 81, 82],
and appendix C provides streamlined derivations. Construction (3.30)–(3.31) of the KYT
will be extended to a charged black hole in section 5.1.
We conclude this section by a brief discussion of the Myers-Perry black hole in odd
dimensions. Instead of starting with (3.1) one should begin with






























































































di(r2 − xi)∂xi ,






































(a2i + xk). (3.35)
15Notice that in contrast to the even-dimensional case, where µi were not constrained, now there is a
relation
∑





















(r2 − xk) (3.36)























(a2i − a2k). (3.37)
Note a very special form of the relative coefficients in frames ea: they depend only on r in
et, only on xi in ei, and they are constant in eψ.
The Killing-Yano tensors are still given by construction (3.30) with
h = rer ∧ et +
∑
i
√−xiexi ∧ ei. (3.38)





(r2 − xj), ρi = xi(r2 − xi)
∏
k 6=i
[xi − xk]. (3.39)
This reduces to (3.13), (3.18) if we introduce xn ≡ 0.
4 Killing(-Yano) tensors and string dualities
In this section we will analyze transformations of various tensors under string dualities.
Specifically, we will focus on T dualities along U(1) isometries and assume that Killing–
(Yano) tensors do not depend on coordinates parameterizing the isometries. We will also
consider larger classes of U duality transformations. Our results are summarized below:
• Generically, the Killing vectors depending on the direction of T duality are destroyed
(as we will show in section 4.1.2), and Killing vectors with trivial dependence on the
duality direction survive the duality, as long as original fluxes respect the symmetry
associated with Killing vectors (see section 4.1.1).
• Conformal Killing vectors are destroyed by the T duality with an exception of the
homothetic CKV. The latter acquire nontrivial dependence upon the duality direction
in the dual geometry (see section 4.1.3).
• KT equation remains the same, but there are constraints on the B field and the
dilaton (4.67), (4.51), (see section 4.2).
• Extension of T duality to the CKT is possible only for special solutions, and some

















• KYT equation is modified by terms containing the Kalb-Ramond field (4.72), and
there is an additional constraint (4.73) (or, more generally, (4.77)) on this field (see
section 4.3).
• Extension of T duality to CKYT is possible only for special solutions.
We will now discuss all theses properties in detail.
4.1 Killing vectors and T duality
In this subsection we will analyze the transformations of the Killing vectors under combi-
nations of T dualities and reparametrizations. The most natural formalism for such study
is provided by the Double Field Theory (DFT) [49–53], which is reviewed in appendix H,
and a very simple interpretation of our results in terms of this approach is presented in the
end of section 4.1.1.
We will begin with a pure metric
ds2 = eC [dz +Aidx
i]2 + gˆijdx
idxj , BMN = 0 (4.1)
that admits two Killing vectors, Z = ∂z and V = V
M∂M , and study the transformation
of vector V under T duality along z direction. We will look at three situations and the
results are summarized as follows:
(a) The z-independent vectors V (i.e., vectors commuting with Z) have counterparts after
T duality, and the transformation law is derived in section 4.1.1.
(b) The z-dependent vectors V (i.e., vectors with [V, Z] 6= 0) may be destroyed by the
duality transformation, and in general the numbers of such vectors before and after T
duality do not match. Some examples are discussed in section 4.1.2.
(c) Conformal Killing Vectors of the original geometry are destroyed by T duality unless
one introduces z-dependence in the dual frame. This construction is discussed in
section 4.1.3.
In case (a) we will find an additional constraint on the Kalb-Ramond field after duality:
HMNPV
P = ∇MWN −∇NWM , with arbitrary WN , (4.2)
and we will demonstrate that any geometry that has a Killing vector V satisfying (4.2)
can be dualized in a direction commuting with V without destroying the Killing vector.
We will also show that condition (4.2) arises naturally from the equation for a Killing
vector in DFT.
4.1.1 Killing vectors commuting with T duality direction
Let us first assume that geometry (4.1) solves Einstein’s equations without B field, and
that it admits a Killing vector V :

















which commutes with Z = ∂z. In appendix D.2 we perform dimensional reduction of this
equation in geometry (4.1) before and after T duality in z direction. Using tildes to denote
the quantities after T duality, we find various components of (4.3) and its dual counterpart:
∇MVN +∇MVN = 0 ∇M V˜N +∇N V˜M = 0
zz : ∂rCV





C V˜z) = 0
mn : ∇ˆmV n + ∇ˆnV m = 0 ∇ˆmV˜ n + ∇ˆnV˜ m = 0
(4.4)
Here ∇ˆ denotes the covariant derivative corresponding to metric gˆij .
Comparison of two columns on (4.4) leads to the transformation law
V˜ r = V r, V˜ z ≡ eC V˜z = const. (4.5)
Relation (4.5) ensures that the Killing equations after T duality are satisfied, but the (mz)
component of the original equation imposes a constraint on the new B field:
B˜mz = Am ⇒ H˜zmpV p = ∂m(e−CVz). (4.6)
Notice that this is the only relation in the dual frame that contains the original Vz.
The implications of the constraint (4.6) are analyzed in appendix D.3, where it is
shown that a pair of relations
∇MVN +∇MVN = 0,
HMNPV
P = ∇MWN −∇NWM (4.7)
is preserved by T duality as long as one imposes the the transformation
V˜ a = V a, W˜z = −e−CVz, V˜z = −e−CWz,
W˜n = Wn − A˜ne−CVz −AnWz + ∂nf, (4.8)
with arbitrary function f . Although we motivated (4.7) by starting with a pure metric,
the map (4.8) leaves (4.7) invariant for arbitrary configurations of the B field before and
after the duality.
The system (4.7) is the unique extension of the equation for Killing vector consistent
with T duality, and in appendix H we show that (4.7) can be written as a single equation for
a Killing vector on an extended space used in the Double Field Theory (DFT). Specifically,








16In equations (4.9)–(4.10) and in appendix H we deviate from the notation used throughout this paper
and denote the spacetime indices by lower-case letters, while reserving the capital ones to label the “double

















then equations (4.7) appear as different components of a single equation for ξP :
LξHMN ≡ ξP∂PHMN + (∂MξP − ∂P ξM )HPN + (∂NξP − ∂P ξN )HMP = 0 . (4.10)
Here ξI = (λ˜i, λ
i) is the generalized gauge parameter, where λ˜i corresponds to the gauge
transformation of the Kalb-Ramond field Bij and λ
i generates diffeomorphisms. Equa-
tion (4.10), which involves the generalized Lie derivative in double space Lξ, implies that
the system (4.7) is covariant under combinations of diffeomorphisms and T-dualities.
4.1.2 Killing vectors with z dependence
In the previous subsection we assumed that components of the Killing vector V did not
depend on the direction of T duality17 and demonstrated that components of the Killing
vector transform in a simple way (4.8). Here we will use several examples to argue that
situation for the z-dependent Killing vectors is rather different: even the number of such
vectors can be changed by application of T duality.
We begin with the simplest example of a pure metric
ds2 = f(dz2 + dy2) + gmndx
mdxn (4.11)
which admits a Killing vector corresponding to rotations in the (y, z) plane:
V = y∂z − z∂y. (4.12)





+ fdy2 + gmndx
mdxn, (4.13)
we find that there are only two KVs with nontrivial (y, z) components:
V = c1∂y + c2∂z (4.14)
unless f = const, where there is also a counterpart of (4.12):
V = f2y∂z − z∂y. (4.15)
We conclude that the z-dependent Killing vector (4.12) disappears unless f is equal to
constant.
The same phenomenon can be seen in a more interesting geometry produced by smeared
fundamental strings [83–85]:




B = (H−1 − 1)dt ∧ dz, e2Φ = H−1, H = 1 + Q
rp−1
. (4.16)

















The most general Killing vector with (z, t) components has the form
V = c1∂t + c2∂z + c3(t∂z + z∂t). (4.17)
T duality along z direction leads to a metric produced by a plane wave, which has only
two independent Killing vectors with components in (t, z) directions:
V = c1∂t + c2∂z. (4.18)
Once again, z-dependent Killing vector disappears after T duality. In section 4.3 we will
encounter a similar situation with Killing-Yano tensors (KYT): at first sight they seem to
be destroyed by T duality. To cure this problem we will modify the equation for KYT by
adding an extra term containing the Kalb-Ramond field. This solution would not work in
the present case: since the geometry dual to (4.16) does not contain matter fields, the orig-
inal equation (4.3) is the unique relation consistent with invariance under diffeomorphisms.
To summarize, we conclude that z-dependent Killing vectors can appear and disappear
under T dualities, so they don’t have well-defined transformation properties. We expect
the situation to be at least as bad for the Killing(-Yano) tensors, so in sections 4.2 and 4.3
we will focus only on z-independent objects. However, z-dependence can lead to very
interesting effects for conformal Killing vectors, which will be discussed now.
4.1.3 Conformal Killing Vectors and T duality
Conformal Killing vectors (CKV) do not leave the metric invariant, but rather they lead
to rescalings by a conformal factor. Such vectors satisfy differential equation
∇MVN +∇NVM = gMNv, (4.19)
with some function v. Dimensional reduction of this equation gives the counterpart
of (4.4):18
∇MVN +∇NVM = gMNv ∇˜M V˜N + ∇˜N V˜M = g˜MN v˜
zz 12∂re
CVr = eCv 12∂re−C V˜r = e−C v˜
mz FmrVr = ∂m(e−CVz) ∂m(eC V˜z) = 0
mn ∇˜mVn + ∇˜nVm = gmnv ∇ˆmV˜n + ∇ˆnV˜m = gmnv˜
(4.20)
Imposing the relation Vn = V˜n, we conclude that v = v˜, then (zz) components lead to
contradiction unless C is a constant or v is equal to zero. To cure this problem, we allow
z dependence in the conformal Killing tensor after duality and replace (4.20) by19
∇MVN +∇NVM = gMNv ∇˜M V˜N + ∇˜N V˜M = g˜MN v˜
zz 12∂re
CVr = eCv ∂zV˜z + 12∂re−C V˜r = e−C v˜
mz FmrVr = ∂m(e−CVz) ∂m(eC V˜z) + ∂zV˜m = 0
mn ∇ˆmVn + ∇ˆnVm = gmnv ∇ˆmV˜n + ∇ˆnV˜m = gmnv˜
(4.21)
18Recall that we are starting with a pure metric, so there are no gzm components after duality. Reduc-
tions (4.20) and (4.21) follow directly from appendix D.2.
19Notice that introduction of z dependence after duality puts the initial and final system on a different
footing. Similar situation is encountered in the non-Abelian T duality [86–91], but there an analog of


















V˜n = Vn, v˜ = v, (4.22)
we find a system of equations for V˜z:
Vr∂rC = 2v, ∂zV˜z = 2v˜, ∂mV˜z = 0 (4.23)
since the original CKV V does not depend of z. Integrability conditions for the last two
equations imply that v˜ must be constant, so the CKV V must be homothetic. A simple
example of a homothetic KV comes from rescaling of the flat space by a constant factor:
ds2 = ηMNdx
MdxN , VMdxM = ηMNxNdxM , v = 1. (4.24)
To summarize, for every homothetic CKV we find the complete set of transformations,
V˜m = Vm, v˜ = v = const, V˜z = 2zv + const (4.25)
that produces a CKV after T duality. Non-homothetic conformal Killing Vectors are de-
stroyed by T duality.
4.2 Killing tensors in the NS sector
In this subsection we study the behavior of Killing tensors (KT) under O(d, d) transforma-
tions, which include boosts, T dualities and rotations, and then extend the construction to
the full NS sector by incorporating transformations involving S dualities.
As discussed in section 2.2 equation (2.20) has reducible solution spanned by combi-
nations of the metric and Killing vectors,








with constant coefficients e0, eij . In section 4.1 we showed that Killing vectors are pre-
served by the O(d, d) transformations if conditions (4.7) are satisfied. This implies that
the expression (4.26) for the “trivial Killing tensor” holds for the entire O(d, d) orbit.
Here we will focus on non-trivial Killing tensors, which can be either destroyed or modi-
fied by T duality, and we identify a subset of O(d, d) transformations which do not lead
to destruction of a nontrivial KT. The non-trivial Killing tensors can be found either by
solving equation (2.20) or by separating the Hamilton-Jacobi equation [36, 37], and the
second approach is more convenient for the study of T duality. The relationship between
Killing tensors and separation of the massive Hamilton-Jacobi equation has been reviewed
in section 2.2, and in this subsection these results will be extended to charged solutions.
An alternative approach based on dimensional reduction of KT equation is discussed in
appendix D.4.
In subsection 4.2.1 we focus on the O(d, d) orbit which generates fundamental strings
from pure metric, and in subsection 4.2.3 these results are extended to general F1-NS5
solutions. As we will see, existence of KT imposes certain restrictions on the Kalb-Ramond
field, and they are discussed in subsection 4.2.4. Finally in subsection 4.2.2 we use an
alternative method (dimensional reduction) to derive the covariant form of the constraint

















4.2.1 Killing tensors and O(d, d) transformations
We begin with a pure metric that solves source-free Einstein equations in D dimensions,
admits a Killing tensor, and has d cyclic directions φa. Such geometry can be written in a
reduced form:
ds2 = Gab(dφ
a + V amdx
m)(dφb + V bndx
n) + hmndx
mdxn. (4.27)
This metric has an obvious GL(d) symmetry that rotates cyclic directions into each other,
but in supergravity this symmetry is enhanced to O(d, d), which acts on the metric and on
the Kalb-Ramond B field [92–97]. This symmetry is extended further to O(D,D) via the
Double Field Theory (DFT) formalism [49–53], which is reviewed in appendix H.







is transformed under a global O(D,D) as
M → ΩMΩT , (4.29)
where






Here η is a metric for a group O(D,D).




gab qam 0 0
qma hmn 0 0
0 0 Gab Gam
0 0 Gma Gmn

 . (4.31)




A 0 E 0
0 ID−d 0 0
C 0 D 0














































Here and below G denotes a d × d matrix with components Gab. The survival of the
Killing tensor under transformation with arbitrary A and B implies that the following four
quantities must separate:
fgab, fqam, fhmn, fGab. (4.34)
The first three conditions are satisfied before the O(d, d) transformation since metric (4.27)
had a Killing tensor. Separation in the dual frame requires fGab to separate with the same
function f . Combining this with results of section 2.2 we arrive at the following conclusion:
(1) Every KT is associated with a unique function f , which can be determined from the
HJ equation or from eigenvalues, and with corresponding variables (x, y).
(2) T dualities and rotations in a sector spanned by cyclic coordinates φa do not spoil
separation of variables for a given KT if and only if
∂x∂y[fGab] = 0. (4.35)
So far we have separated coordinates into cyclic and non-cyclic, but equation (4.35) sug-
gests a more refined distinction: among cyclic coordinates φa we identify the subsector
where (4.35) holds and call the corresponding cyclic directions translational, and the re-
maining directions will be called rotational.21 A simple example demonstrates the origin
of these names: in the metric
ds2 = dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θ(dφ1)2 + (dφ2)2 (4.36)
coordinate φ2 would be called translational and coordinate φ1 would be called rotational
since in this case x = r, y = θ, and f = r2. For many aspects of our discussion rotational
coordinates appear on the same footing as non-cyclic ones.
Once we have demonstrated that the Killing tensor is not destroyed by the O(d, d)
transformations as long as expressions (4.34) separate, we can ask about transformation
laws for this tensor. Recall that Killing vectors with upper components were unaffected
by the O(d, d) transformations, but Killing tensor has a more interesting behavior. The
third expression in (4.34) indicates that the separation function cannot be affected by the
O(d, d) transformations since hmn is invariant under them. This implies simple relations
for the Killing tensors before and after T duality:22
KMN = XMN − fxgMN , K˜MN = X˜MN − fxg˜MN . (4.37)
We use tildes to denote the expressions after T duality. As discussed in section 2.2, sepa-





XMN + Y MN
]
,
21Strictly speaking one should define coordinates are rotational and translational with respect to a par-
ticular Killing tensor: the same cyclic coordinate might by translational for one KT and rotational for
another. Since we are dealing with one tensor at a time referring to a direction as simply translational
should not cause confusions.
22For simplicity we are focusing on Killing tensor which separates two non-cyclic coordinates x and y.






























, g˜am = Aabg






, X˜am = AabX
bm, X˜mn = Xmn. (4.39)
Along with (4.37) this completely determines the transformation of the Killing tensor under
the action of O(d, d).
To summarize, we have demonstrated that transformation (4.33) preserve the Killing
tensor as long as all directions φa in (4.27) are chosen to be translational, and all cyclic
rotational directions are absorbed in hmn. Notice, however, that some components on
the Killing tensor are modified according to (4.37), (4.39). Transformations (4.33) allow
one to generate a large class of charged solutions of supergravity starting from a simple
neutral “seed”, and this technique has been used to generate large classes of charged black
holes in [98–109]. One can also start with a “seed” which already contains a nontrivial
Kalb-Ramond field, and the generalization of our analysis is straightforward.
Suppose that metric (4.27) is supported by the B field and the dilaton which are
invariant under translations in φ directions:
∂φae
2Φ = 0, LφaB = 0. (4.40)




gab qam −QaMBMb −QaMBMm
qnb hnm −QnMBMb −QnMBMm
BaMQ
Mb BaMQ
Mm Gab −BaMQMNBNb Gam −BaMQMNBNm
BnMQ
Mb BnMQ







T −AQBET + EBQAT + E(G−BQB)ET Aq + EBQ








Mm, f(gab −BaMgMNBNb), fgam, fgmn. (4.42)
23Note that Q is the full inverse metric, for example QaMBMb = g
asBcb + q
asBsb.
24Recall that indices of rotational matrices appearing in (4.32) go only over specific subsets Aas, Eam,



















In spite of the appearances, conditions (4.42) are invariant under gauge transformations
of the B field. We will demonstrate this for the most interesting case where BaM has
both legs in the cyclic directions (one of them translational and the other one is either
translational or rotational). Indeed, separability of the second and third expressions in
coordinates (x, y) implies that
∂x∂y(fg
NMBMb) = 0, (4.43)
next recalling that that ∂x∂y(fg
NM ) = 0, the last condition can be rewritten in the gauge-
invariant form:
∂y(fg
NM )HxMb + ∂x(fg
NM )HyMb + fg
NM∂xHyMb = 0. (4.44)
Similarly, separability of the fourth expression in (4.42) can be rewritten as
∂x∂y(fgab)− fgMNHyaMHxNb − fgMNHxaMHyNb = 0. (4.45)
By construction, constraints on the B field for any point on an O(d, d) trajectory passing
through a pure metric are just separability conditions for the initial metric (4.34).
4.2.2 Conditions on the B field from dimensional reduction
So far we have been studying transformation of Killing tensors under O(d, d) rotations using
separation of HJ equation. Now we will use an alternative approach based on dimensional
reduction to derive the unique covariant form of the constraint on the B field, and the
result is given by (4.51).
Let us start with a standard Killing tensor equation
∇MKNP +∇NKMP +∇PKMN = 0, (4.46)
and perform dimensional reduction of the metric along z direction:
ds2 = eC [dz +Aidx
i]2 + gˆijdx
idxj . (4.47)
The details of such reduction are given in appendix D.4, in particular mnp components of
the Killing tensor equation (4.46)
∇ˆmKnp + ∇ˆnKmp + ∇ˆpKmn = 0 (4.48)
transform under T duality into
∇ˆmK˜np + ∇ˆnK˜mp + ∇ˆpK˜mn = 0. (4.49)
We conclude that the KT equation is not modified by the B field, in contrast to Killing-Yano






















Pure metric F1 NS5 F1-NS5
Figure 1. Pictorial representation of the duality chain (4.54). Applying O(d, d) transformations
(the left solid circle) to a pure metric, one produces solutions of the ‘F1 type’, then the ‘bridge’
(dashed line) discussed in section 4.2.3 connects the F1 geometry with a pure NS5. Additional
O(d, d) transformations, represented by the solid circle on the right, produce the general F1-NS5
solution.
Under T duality along z direction Fmn transforms intoHmnz (H = dB), so we conclude that
T dual counterpart of (4.50) should give an equation involving the B field. As demonstrated
in appendix D.4, the only covariant form of such equation is
H˜AMP K˜N
A + H˜ANP K˜M
A = eC/2∇˜M [e−C/2W˜NP ] + eC/2∇˜N [e−C/2W˜MP ]. (4.51)
Recall that we had a similar expression as a constraint on the B field for a Killing
vector (4.7).
Notice that the equation (4.50) has an interesting interpretation in terms of Lie deriva-
tives. As shown in appendix D.4 for the KT constructed from squaring a Killing vector as
Kmn = V mV n, equation (4.50) reduces to a combination of Lie derivatives of Am (recall
that Fmn = ∂mAn − ∂nAm) along the Killing vector V m
lhs = V nLV Am + V mLV An. (4.52)
To summarize we have used dimensional reduction to demonstrate that requirement
of covariance of Killing tensor under T duality leads to the unique constraint on the B
field (4.51) similar to the equation on the B field satisfied by Killing vectors. We will
now discuss the behavior of Killing tensors under the U-duality group that extends O(d, d)
transformations, and demonstrate that covariance under such dualities leads to additional

















4.2.3 Extension beyond O(d, d)
In this article we are studying the symmetries of the NS sector of string theory,25 and so far
we have only discussed the geometries related to pure metric by O(d, d) transformations.
Inclusion of S duality allows one to produce more general NS-NS backgrounds, and in this
subsection our construction is extended to such geometries.
In the context of black hole physics O(d, d) transformation are often used to generate
solutions with electric B field,26 so we will call them ‘F1 geometries’, even if they do not
describe fundamental strings. To generate NS5 branes from black holes one has to use a
specific combination of T and S dualities, and we will denote the resulting geometry by
‘NS5’, even though it can contain more general fluxes. This chain of dualities is shown
in figure 1.
To generate the ‘NS5 geometry’ we begin with a ten-dimensional metric reduced on
T p × T 4:
ds2P = Hαβ [dy
α + Y α][dyβ + Y β ] +Gab(dz
a +Aa)(dzb +Ab) + hmndx
mdxn . (4.53)
To generate a magnetic NS flux, we perform the following dualities [112, 113]:27
P
Ty−→ F S−→ D1 Tz−→ D5 S−→ NS5. (4.54)
Notice that various labels just indicate the type of flux (i.e., F1 is an electric B-field, D5
is a magnetic C(2) and so on) rather than presence of branes.










e2Φ = detH, C(2) = dyα ∧ Y α, H˜αβ = [H−1]αβ .
The outcome of four T dualities along z directions depends on the presence of za in Y α.
If Y α has no legs along z directions, then T dualities produce a six-form, which can be
dualized back to C(2). Any leg pointing in z direction leads to C(4), and this RR flux can’t
be removed by S duality. Thus to end up with NS system we require Y to point only in















, C(2) = dyα ∧ Y α ∧
∏
(dza +Aa), B = dza ∧Aa,
25Solutions for the Ramond-Ramond fluxes are also interesting, but our construction of the modified
Killing-Yano tensors discussed in section 4.3 needs further generalization to include such geometries.
26The most notable exceptions from this rule are gravity duals of non-commutative field theories [110,
111], beta-deformation of pure geometry [20], and generation of NS5-brane from KK monopole. From our
perspective, all these operations give the solution of type ‘F1’.
27A detailed discussion of this duality map will be presented in the next section, where a more involved

















where G˜ is the inverse matrix of G. To avoid the RR fields after S duality, we must require









e2Φ = detHdetG, B = dyα ∧ Y α ∧
∏
(dza +Aa). (4.55)
Separation of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in the geometry (4.53) implies (among
other things) the separation of
fhmn∂mS∂nS, fH
αβ , (4.56)




















mn∂mS∂nS] = 0, ∂x∂y[fH˜
αβ ] = 0, ∂x∂yf˜ = 0, ∂x∂y[fdetHG˜
ab] = 0. (4.59)
The first condition is automatic, the second one is similar to the requirement for T duality
(recall that H˜ = H−1), and the last two relations are new. As before, the old and the new
Killing tensors are expressed as (4.37)
KMN = XMN − fxgMN , K˜MN = X˜MN − f˜xg˜MN , (4.60)












, X˜mn = Xmn, f˜x = [fdetH
√
det G]x. (4.61)
Equations (4.58), (4.60), (4.61) give the Killing tensor K˜ in terms of the the original metric,
in particular, we observe that the expression for K˜ in terms ofK is rather complicated. This
reinforces the principle introduced in section 2.2: to study the Killing tensors and their
transformations under dualities, it is convenient to begin with finding the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues of the tensors since the map (4.61) between X and X˜ is relatively simple.
Several explicit examples of Killing tensors for F1-NS5 systems are presented in appendix G.
4.2.4 Conditions on the B field from separation of variables
Equation (4.59) gives the separability condition for the NS5 metric, and now we present
the constraints on the B field. In section 4.2.1 such restrictions were found by requir-

















now we impose the same requirement on the O(d, d) orbit staring from an NS5 solution.28
We will find that separability of F1-NS5-P geometries is guaranteed by (4.59) and con-
straints (4.65), (4.67), (4.68) on the Kalb-Ramond field of the original F1 system.
We start with constraints (4.44) and (4.45) derived for the F1 orbit
∂y(fg
mM )HxMb + ∂x(fg
mM )HyMb + fg
mM∂xHyMb = 0,
∂x∂y(fgab)− fgMNHyaMHxNb − fgMNHxaMHyNb = 0, (4.62)
and require them to hold for NS5 solutions as well. Then using the relation between metrics




NS5 = FfF1, F ≡
√
detG detH = e−2ΦF1 (4.63)
and electric-magnetic duality transformation, we can rewrite (4.62) in terms of the metric















mM )HxMb + ∂x(fg
mM )HyMb + fg
mM∂xHyMb = 0, (4.65)
∂y(fg





where H˜ = ⋆6H
(F1) is the Hodge dual dual of H(F1) with respect to the metric hmn.
Interestingly, in all examples we have considered, two terms in equation (4.64) vanish
separately, and perhaps such ‘coincidence’ is guaranteed by equations of motion of super-
gravity for the NS5 brane, but we have not investigated this further. Vanishing of the first













MN = 0. (4.67)
To summarize, the separability of the F1-NS5-P geometries obtained form the F1
system is guaranteed by equation (4.59), conditions (4.65), (4.67) on the B field of the
original F1 system, and
∂x∂y[gabfe
−2Φ] = 0. (4.68)


















4.3 T duality and the modified Killing-Yano equation
In this subsection we investigate the behavior of (conformal) Killing-Yano tensors under
T dualities. We will show that generically T duality destroys Killing-Yano tensors, but
there is a unique modification of the KYT equation which is invariant under T duality. For
the geometries without Kalb-Ramond field, this modified Killing-Yano (mKY) equation
reduces to the standard one (2.9), but in general it also contains contributions from the B
field. To motivate the mKYT equation, we apply T duality to a pure metric. This leads
to the unique modification of KYT equation in the dual frame, and we will demonstrate
that such modification remains invariant under any combination of diffeomorphisms and
T dualities.
Let us start with a standard equation for the Killing-Yano tensor (2.8)
∇MYNP +∇NYMP = 0 (4.69)
and perform a dimensional reduction of the metric along z direction:
ds2 = eC [dz +Aidx
i]2 + gˆijdx
idxj . (4.70)
In the first step of our analysis we also assume that geometry (4.70) has a trivial Kalb-
Ramond field. The details of the reduction are given in appendix D.2, in particular, the
(mnp) component of the KY equation can be read off from (D.10) by setting L = Y :
∇mY np + 1
2
FmpY nz + (m ↔ n) = 0, (4.71)
where F = dA is the field strength associated with graviphoton. We will now look for the
modification of the KYT equation in the dual frame that satisfies five requirements:
(1) The equation should be linear in the dual Killing-Yano tensor Y˜ .
(2) Its (mnp) component must reproduce (4.71) and other components must be consistent
with dimensional reduction of (4.69).
(3) The equation must be invariant under gauge transformations of the B field.
(4) The new terms to be at most linear in B field since equations (4.71) are linear in Fab.
This implies that the modified KY equation should be linear in HMNP .
(5) The square of the modified KYT should give a Killing tensor in the dual frame.
As demonstrated in the in appendix D.6, there exists a unique modification of equa-
tion (4.69) which satisfies all these requirements, and it reads29







ABY˜MB = 0. (4.72)
Moreover, the Kalb-Ramond field in the dual frame satisfies a constraint
H˜Q[MN Y˜
Q
P ] + ∂[PC Y˜MN ] = −∂[P W˜MN ] (4.73)

















with some antisymmetric tensor W˜MN . Under the T duality the components of the mKYT
transform as
Y˜ mn = Y mn, Y˜ nz = e
−CY nz. (4.74)
The counterpart of the constraint (4.73) in the original metric (4.70) is
dC ∧ dY = 0. (4.75)
Notice that (4.72) can be interpreted as a standard KYT equation with connection modified
by torsion [114]




In appendix I we discuss transformation of Ka¨hler structure under T duality and demon-
strate that a counterpart of the transformation (4.74) maps the Ka¨hler form into complex
structure satisfying the Strominger’s system for manifolds with torsion [114].
Although equation (4.72) was derived by applying T duality to a pure metric, the result
is invariant under any combination of T dualities and diffeomorphisms. In appendix D.6
we demonstrate that T duality maps any solution YMN of (4.72) in an arbitrary geom-
etry (4.70) supported by the B field into a solution Y˜MN of the same equation in the
dual frame. The transformation (4.74) between tensors can be viewed as an extension of
Buscher’s rules to Killing-Yano tensors. The constraint (4.73) is generalized as
gms∂sCYˆ
n
z − gns∂sCYˆ mz + gnsGsrY rm − gmsGsrY rn = 0, (4.77)
Gmn ≡ eC/2Fmn − e−C/2F˜mn, Yˆzs ≡ e−C/2Yzs ,
where Fmn and F˜mn are graviphotons in the original and dual frames. Notice that Yˆz
s
remains invariant under T duality, and Gmn changes sign.
To summarize, we have demonstrated that the requirement of covariance under T
duality leads to the unique equation (4.72) for the KYT, and the original equation (4.69) is
transformed into the system (4.72)–(4.73). In other words, unlike the KV and KT equations
which are unaffected by the Kalb-Ramond field, the equation for the Killing-Yano tensor is
modified, which is not very surprising since fermions interact with the B field. In all three
cases (KV, KT, mKYT) the Kalb-Ramond field satisfies additional constraints in the dual
frame (see (4.7), (4.51), (4.73)).
Although Ramond-Ramond fluxes appeared in the intermediate stages of the duality
chain (4.54), neither the initial nor the final point contained such fields. Unfortunately an
extension of our analysis to Ramond-Ramond backgrounds leads to certain complications,
which we now discuss. Starting with a pure metric and performing a T duality, we find
the new mKYT from (4.74):
Y˜ mn = Y mn, Y˜ nz = e
−CY nz. (4.78)
Since the mKYT equation is written in the string frame, S duality induces a conformal
rescaling of such metric, so generically the modified Killing-Yano tensor is destroyed by

















(a) Postulate that in the presence of the Ramond-Ramond fluxes, the covariant derivatives
appearing in the mKYT should be computed using g′MN = e
−ΦgMN rather that gMN ,
and H3 should be replaced by F3. While consistent with S duality, this prescription
does not reduce to the standard KYT in the NS-NS backgrounds with non-trivial
dilaton, so it should be abandoned.
(b) Postulate that the modified KYT equation survives S duality only if the constraint
gAB∂BΦYAM = 0 (4.79)
is satisfied. Then the discussion presented in the appendix A.2 implies that the mKYT
transforms according to (A.8)
Y ′NP = e
−3Φ/2Y˜NP , (4.80)
where Y˜NP satisfies equation (4.72) before S duality, and Φ is the dilaton for the NS
system.
Although option (b) is not ruled out, the constraint (4.79) is rather restrictive. Moreover,
even assuming that this constraint is satisfied, and equation (4.72) does hold for the type
IIB theory with replacement H3 → F3, an additional T duality to type IIA supergravity
leads to rather unusual structures. By applying the dimensional reduction and T duality
to Ramond-Ramond background, we found that the KY equation in the dual frame mixes
tensors of different ranks. For example, starting with mKYT YMN one produces an equa-




MNP . This is not surprising since something similar happens for
components of F3, but KYT become rather complicated. While it would be very interesting
to study the properties of such objects with mixed ranks and perhaps embed them in the
democratic formalism [115, 116], this direction will not be pursued here.
Finally we comment on behavior of conformal Killing(-Yano) tensors. As demonstrated
in section 4.1.3, T duality introduces z-dependence in conformal Killing vectors, so such
dependence should be allowed in CKT as well. Dimensional reduction for a relatively simple
case Am = 0 is performed in appendix D.5, where we demonstrate that generically CKTs
are destroyed by T duality. However, the CKT does survive the duality if two additional
conditions (D.46) and (D.47) are satisfied. The same conclusion holds for a conformal
mKYT: it survives T duality only in very special cases.
5 Examples of the modified KYT for F1-NS5 system
In this section we present several examples of the modified Killing-Yano tensors intro-
duced in section 4.3. As we saw in section 3, the ordinary Killing-Yano tensors exist for
a large class of black holes described by the Myers-Perry solutions, and these geometries
automatically solve our modified equation since they do not have a Kalb-Ramond field.
However, string theory provides a very nice generating technique that allows one to start
with a known solution of general relativity and construct black holes with various charges

















NS-NS sector of string theory, so we will use the special cases of the general techniques
introduced in [98–109, 117] to produce black holes with fundamental string and NS5-brane
charges.30 For such special cases, it is convenient to specify the duality transformations
more explicitly.
We will start with a rotating black hole in d < 10 dimensions and boost it in one
of the 10 − d direction. Then application of T duality along that direction produces a
non-extremal fundamental string. To arrive at an NS5-brane (and more generally at a
combination of strings and NS5-branes), one has to apply a more sophisticated procedure
introduced in [112, 113]:
1. Start with a rotating Myers-Perry black hole with mass m in d < 6 dimensions, perform
a trivial embedding into the ten-dimensional type IIA supergravity, and identify a five-
dimensional torus T 4 × S1 orthogonal to the black hole.
2. Perform a boost by α along S1 direction31 and T-dualize along S1. This produces a
black fundamental string wrapping one of the compact directions.
3. Perform an S duality followed by four T dualities along T 4 and another S duality. The
resulting metric describes a non-extremal rotating NS5 brane.
4. Perform another boost by β in the S1 direction followed by T duality. This gives a
non-extremal F1-NS5 system with mass m and charges
Q1 = m sinh
2 β, Q5 = m sinh
2 α. (5.1)
For future reference we summarize the duality chain using a simple diagram:











In this section we use y to denote the S1 direction. Notice that if we are adding only
the F1 charge, the duality chain stops after the first two steps, and four-dimensional torus
is not needed. Thus such charge can be added to the Myers-Perry black hole in d <
10 dimensions,32 and we derive the explicit expression for the corresponding mKYT in
section 5.1. On the other hand, addition of the NS5 charge needs T 4×S1, so it only works
for black holes with d < 6. Since we are interested in asymptotically-flat geometries, the
BTZ black hole [118, 119] will not appear in the discussion, so d can take only two values
(d = 4, 5). These cases are discussed in sections 5.2 and 5.3. Our results are summarized
in table 1.
30The geometries containing D-branes are also interesting, but the full theory of modified Yano-Killing
tensors for such solutions has not been developed yet. In particular, as we mentioned in section 4.3, some D-
brane backgrounds would contain Yano-Killing tensors of mixed ranks, and we hope to return to a detailed
study of such objects in the future.
31Following [112, 113], we will call the corresponding coordinate y and parameterize the boost by α,
where tanhα ≡ v/c.
32This construction also works for the embedding of the d-dimensional Myers-Perry black hole to the


















extremal non-extremal extremal non-extremal
F1 M M M M
NS5 M – M M
F1-NS5(Q1 = Q5) – – C,M M
F1-NS5(Q1 6= Q5) – – M M
Table 1. Summary of the results for the F1-NS5 system constructed from four– and five-dimensional
black holes using the procedure (5.2). Here M denotes the modified KYT and C correspond to the
conformal KYT.
5.1 Charged Myers-Perry black hole
In our first example we add charges to the Myers-Perry black hole discussed in section 3
by applying the duality chain (5.2) and discuss the modified Killing-Yano tensor for the
resulting solution. The transition from F1 to NS5 in (5.2) involves the electric-magnetic
duality, which depends on the dimension of the black hole, so it is convenient to study
individual black holes separately, and we will do that in sections 5.2, 5.3. In this section
we will focus the first two algebraic steps in the duality chain (5.2) to generate a rotating
black hole with F1 charge.
As demonstrated in appendix F, the charged Myers-Perry black hole admits a family
of modified Killing-Yano tensors, which generalizes (3.20)–(3.31): the tensors are still given
by (3.30), (3.31)33
Y (2n−2p) = ⋆ [∧hp] , h = rer ∧ et +
∑
k
√−xkexk ∧ ek , (5.3)
































shαdt+ chαdy − mr shα
FR


































The expressions for ci, di, Hi, Gi, (FR) are still given by (3.20), and




33In this subsection we have to distinguish between ea = eaMdx
M and ea = e
M
a ∂M , so the frame indices
























































































shαdt+ chαdy − m shα
FR











































































































The expressions for ci, di, Hi, Gi, (FR) are still given by (3.36), (3.37), and h1 is given
by (5.5).
5.2 F1-NS5 system from the Kerr black hole.
Application of the duality chain (5.2) to the Kerr black hole (2.45) gives a rotating F1-

















Explicit calculations show that the modified Killing-Yano equation (4.72) does not have
nontrivial solutions,34 so in this subsection we will focus on two special cases when the
mKYT exists: the non-extremal fundamental string and the extremal NS5 brane. In the
first case the existence of solution is guaranteed by the general construction presented in
section 4.3 as long as condition (4.75) is satisfied, and in the second case the mKYT comes
from solving the Killing equations.
Application of the first two steps in the duality sequence (5.2) to Kerr geometry (2.45)
leads to the system which we called F1α, and the corresponding geometry describes a




































ρ2 = r2 + a2c2θ, ∆ = r





















(acθdr − arsθdθ) ∧ dy + hα − 1
hα
r3sθdθ ∧ dφ. (5.10)
To compare it with (2.46), we construct the Killing tensor KMN = −YMAY AN , define the
frames as eigenvectors of this tensor, and rewrite the answer in terms of them:
ds2 = −e2t + e2y + e2r + e2θ + e2φ,






























(−a shαdy − a chαdt+ (r2 + a2 + 2mr sh2α)dφ) .
Notice that eigenvalues of the Killing tensor and mKYT do not depend on the boost
parameter α.
The duality sequence (5.2) involves D-branes supported by Ramond-Ramond flux, and
the analysis presented in section 4.3 does not apply to T duality performed in such sys-
tems. It would be interesting to generalize our discussion of mKYT to the geometries with

















Ramond-Ramond fields, but such analysis goes beyond the scope of this article. Instead
we applied the duality chain (5.2) to the Kerr black hole and solved the mKYT equations
for the resulting F1-NS5 geometry. We found that the mKYT does not exist in the system
involving NS5 branes unless one takes an extremal limit and sets the F1 charge to zero:
m → 0, Q1 → 0, fixed Q5 = 2m sinh2 α. (5.12)
The resulting geometry,












dφ ∧ dy, e2Φ = h, h = 1 + Q5r
r2 + a2
, (5.13)
admits the unique mKYT








which was found by the direct calculation. Introducing convenient frames, we can rewrite
this KYT and its square as
Y = er ∧ ey − eθ ∧ eφ, K ≡ −YMAY ANdxMdxN = e2r + e2y + e2θ + e2φ,











(r2 + a2)(ρ2 +Qr)
[









rdy − (r2 + a2) cos θdφ] .
Notice that square of the KYT gives the spacial part of the metric, which can be viewed as
a linear combination of two ‘trivial’ Killing tensors: one coming form the metric and one
built from the square of the Killing vector ∂t.
An additional T duality along y direction in (5.13) produces a metric of the extremal
KK monopole, and application of (4.74) to (5.14) gives the standard KYT for the monopole:
Y = dr ∧ [(Q+ r sin2 θ)dφ+ cos θdy] + dθ ∧ [cos θ sin θ(a2 + r2)dφ− r sin θdy]. (5.16)
In the frames we find
Y = er ∧ ey − eθ ∧ eφ, K = e2r + e2y + e2θ + e2φ,



















rdy − cos θ(r2 + a2)dφ] .

















5.3 F1-NS5 system from the five-dimensional black hole
Application of the duality chain (5.2) to the five-dimensional black hole gives another
example of the rotating F1-NS5 system, the complete geometry was found in [117, 120],
and it is given by equation (G.7). This subsection discusses the modified Killing-Yano
tensor for this solution.
Recalling that even the neutral five-dimensional black hole had the KYT of rank three
rather than two (see section 2.3), we should look at the obvious extension of (4.72) to such
objects:35
















ABYMPB = 0. (5.18)
The general construction of section 4.3 guarantees existence of the mKYT for α = 0 (as
long as constraint (4.75) is satisfied), but the generation of the NS5 branes goes through
Ramond-Ramond fluxes, which can potentially destroy the modified KYT. Remarkably,
the tensor survives, and solution of (5.18) for the geometry (G.7) is
Z−1Y = −ad[r2 cos2 θ]dtdψ − aµAµBd[(r2 + a2 −M) sin2 θ]dφdy (5.19)
+ aµAd[(r
2 + a2 −M) sin2 θ]dtdφ− aµBd[r2 cos2 θ]dydψ + σd[sin2 θ]dφdψ
with
Z =
r2 +A2 + a2c2θ
r2 +B2 + a2c2θ
, σ =











, sθ = sin θ, cθ = cos θ, (5.20)
A =
√
M sinhα, B =
√
M sinhβ.
Although expression (5.19) is already relatively simple, we also rewrite it in frames to
connect to the general analysis presented in section 2.3. Constructing the Killing tensor
KMN = −YMAY AN and defining the frames as its eigenvectors, we find





2A2 + 2Mc2θ er ∧ et +
√








2 + r2)− a2A2][e2θ + e2φ] + a2(A2 +Mc2θ)[e2t − e2r ]
+ [a2(A2 +Mc2θ)− (M(A2 + r2)− a2A2)]e2ψ, (5.21)























M(A2 + r2)− a2A2
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a chβdt+ a shβdy + (B










M(A2 + r2)− a2A2
[











M(r2 +A2)(r2 +B2) +MA2c2θr
2 −A2B2a2] ( shαs2θdφ− chαc2θdψ)
]
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a chβdt+ a shβdy + (a




This is the special case of (5.7) for n = 1 and one rotation parameter. Finally we give the












5.4 Conformal Killing-Yano tensors
We conclude this section with discussing the CKYT for rotating F1-NS5 systems. Explicit
calculations show that the geometry obtained by application of (5.2) to the Kerr solu-
tion (2.45) does not have CKYT. On the other hand F1-NS5 system constructed from the

















the metric has the form













dr, eθ = ρdθ, eψ =
cθ
ρ
[(Q+ r2)dψ − ady], ey = r
ρ
[dy + ac2θdψ],
∆ = r2 + a2 −M, ρ2 = r2 + a2c2θ +Q,
and the corresponding CKYT and CKT are given by
Y = ρ(er ∧ et ∧ ey + eθ ∧ eφ ∧ eψ), Z = 1
ρ2
(acθeψ − rey) ∧ (
√
∆et + asθeφ),
K = ρ2[e2t − e2r − e2y + e2θ + e2ψ + e2φ], W = −d[r2 − a2c2θ]. (5.26)
Since W is a total derivative, the general prescription (2.18) can be used to construct a
standard Killing tensor
K = −[2(acθ)2 +Q][−e2t + e2r + e2y] + [2r2 +Q][e2θ + e2ψ + e2φ]. (5.27)
Conformal Killing tensors for four– and five-dimensional black holes discussed in this section
were constructed in [121, 122] via separation of variables.
6 Discussion
In this article we analyzed hidden symmetries of stringy geometries and their behavior
under string dualities. In particular, we demonstrated that in the presence of the Kalb-
Ramond field the equation for the Killing-Yano tensor is modified as (4.72), and this is
the unique modification consistent with string dualities. The transformations laws for the
Killing vectors, tensors, and Killing-Yano tensors are given by (4.8), (4.37)–(4.39), (4.74).
We have also demonstrated that nontrivial Killing tensors in arbitrary number of di-
mensions are always associated with ellipsoidal coordinates, and we used this observa-
tion to construct the (modified) Killing(-Yano) tensors for the Myers-Perry black hole
((3.20), (3.30), (3.31)), its charged version (5.3)–(5.4), and for several examples of F1-NS5
geometries ((5.15), (5.19)–(5.21)).
This work has several implications. First and foremost, the modified equation for the
Killing-Yano tensor (4.72) provides a new powerful tool for studying symmetries of stringy
geometries, which can extend the successful applications of the standard Killing-Yano ten-
sors to physics of black holes [121–127]. Also, the understanding of hidden symmetries
developed in this article can be used to extend the ‘no-go theorems’ for integrability [19]
to backgrounds without supersymmetry. Finally, the explicit Killing-Yano tensors for the
Myers-Perry black hole and its charged version constructed in sections 3 and 5.1 generalize
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A Conformal transformations of Killing tensors
In this appendix we analyze the behavior of Killing vectors and tensors under conformal
rescaling of the metric. In the context of string theory such rescalings appear when one goes
from the string to the Einstein frame or when one compares the string frames before and
after S duality. In this appendix we will find the restrictions on the dilaton which guarantee
that Killing vectors and tensors survive after S duality. We study general conformal Killing
vectors and tensors, and reduction to the standard objects is obtained by setting the
conformal factors to zero.
A.1 Killing vectors
We begin with considering an equation for the conformal Killing vector (CKV):
∇MVN +∇NVM = 2gMNv (A.1)
and writing its counterpart in the rescaled metric:
g′MN = e
CgMN : ∇′MV ′N +∇′NV ′M = 2g′MNv′. (A.2)
Recalling the transformation of the connections,
(ΓMNP )




δMP ∂NC + δ
M
N ∂PC − gNP gMA∂AC
]
, (A.3)
we can rewrite the equation for V ′ in terms of the original covariant derivatives:









Comparing this to (A.1), we find the transformation law for the CKV:
V ′M = e
CVM ⇒ V ′M = g′MNV ′N = V M ,




This implies that CKV always survives the conformal rescaling, but the KV (which must
have v = 0) disappears unless
V A∂Ae
−C = 0. (A.6)
In the context of S duality and transition between string and Einstein frames, the last
condition implies that Lie derivatives of the dilaton along the Killing vector must vanish,


















Next we look at transformation properties of the conformal Killing-Yano tensor, which
satisfies equation
∇MYNP +∇NYMP = 2gMNWP − gMPWN − gNPWM . (A.7)
Using (A.3) we can rewrite the left hand side of (A.7) in the rescaled frame as

















NM − gMP gAB∂BCY ′NA
]
+ (M ↔ N)

















NA + (M ↔ N)
and the full equation becomes





















+ (M ↔ N)
]
.
To recover the original equation (A.7), we must set












The conformal Killing-Yano tensors of higher rank can be analyzed in a similar fashion,
and for the rank k tensor we find
Y ′M1...Mk = e
(k+1)C/2YM1...Mk , (A.9)





The same calculations show that for Killing tensors we have






Equations (A.9) and (A.10) summarize the behavior of Killing(-Yano) tensors under con-
formal rescalings.
B Killing tensors and ellipsoidal coordinates
In this appendix we will justify the procedure for extracting separation of variables from


















B.1 Ellipsoidal coordinates from Killing tensors
As discussed in section 2.2, existence of a non-trivial Killing tensor leads to separation of
variables, and in this appendix we will provide some details of the procedure for extracting
the relevant coordinates and the separation function.
We will focus on studying the reduced metric (2.39), and to simplify the notation we










where gk and Λk are functions of all coordinates. Equations for the Killing tensor give
∂iΛi = 0, ∂j ln gi = ∂j ln(Λi − Λj), j 6= i (B.2)
and there are no summations in these relations. We will now make an additional assumption
of separability:
∂j∂k ln gm = 0 for different (i, j, k), (B.3)
and determine the form of gk and Λk. The procedure involves several steps:
1. Equation (B.3) leads to factorization of g1
g1 =
∏
f1j(x1, xj), ∂j ln f1j(x1, xj) = ∂j ln(Λ1 − Λj) (B.4)
which implies factorization of
Λ1 − Λ2 = f12(x1, x2)g12(x1, x3 . . . ). (B.5)
The same expression can also be obtained by starting with g2, but this leads to a different
factorization:
Λ1 − Λ2 = f21(x2, x1)g21(x2, x3 . . . ). (B.6)
Applying ∂1∂3 to the logs of (B.5), (B.6), we conclude that x1 dependence factorizes in
g12. Absorbing the x1-dependent factor in f12(x1, x2), we find
Λ1 − Λ2 = f12(x1, x2)g12(x3 . . . ).
The left-hand side of the last relation is killed by ∂1∂2 (recall the first relation in (B.2)), so
f12(x1, x2) = f
(1)
12 (x1)− f (2)12 (x2). (B.7)







1j (x1)− f (j)1j (xj)
]
,




1j (x1)− f (j)1j (xj)
]
g1j(x3 . . . xn), ∂jg1j = 0. (B.8)
Since coordinate x1 is not special, the last equation can be generalized:




kj (xk)− f (j)kj (xj)
]

















2. Assuming that f
(j)
1j (xj) are nontrivial functions of their arguments,
36 we can define new
coordinates by setting
x˜j ≡ f (j)1j (xj), j > 1, (B.10)
and dropping the tildes. We still have the freedom of making a linear transformation of











g1j(x2 . . . xn)
)
= 0,
we conclude that Λ1 is a linear polynomial in every coordinate (x2, . . . xn). Furthermore,
since ∂2Λ2 = 0 we find
Λ2 = Λ1 − [f (1)12 (x1)− x2]g12(x3, . . . , xn) = Λ1 + [f (1)12 (x1)− x2]∂2Λ1
and similarly
Λj = Λ1 + [f
(1)
1j (x1)− xj ]∂jΛ1. (B.11)
3. Next we look at



































Expressions in the square brackets are evaluated at x2 = x3 = 0. Equation (B.9) implies
that (x2, x3) dependence in the last equation must factorize, and this is possible only if
f
(1)
13 (x1) = c32f
(1)








with constant (c32, d32, e32). Similar arguments demonstrate that all f1j(x1) are linear
polynomials in f
(1)
12 (x1), so by re-defining this coordinate,
x1 → f (1)12 (x1),
we conclude that all f1j(x1) are linear functions of their arguments. For example,
f
(1)
13 (x1)− x3 = c32x1 + d32 − x3,
so by making a linear transformation of x3, we can simplify the last expression:
f
(1)
13 (x1)− x3 → c32(x1 − x3).




[x1 − xj ], Λj = Λ1 + [x1 − xj ]∂jΛ1. (B.13)
36This assumption of generality eventually leads to ellipsoidal coordinates for curved spaces. Relaxing
this assumption, one arrives at degenerate cases, and some examples are presented in appendix B.2. We
conjecture that any degenerate case can be obtained by a singular limit of ellipsoidal coordinates, but we

















4. We will now demonstrate that polynomial Λ1(x2, . . . , xn) must be symmetric under
interchange of any pair of its arguments. Without the loss of generality, we focus on x2
and x3 and write Λ1 as
Λ1 = P1x2x3 + P2x2 + P3x3 + P4, (B.14)
where Pk are polynomials in (x4 . . . xn). The second equation in (B.12) gives
e32 = x1[∂2Λ1 − ∂3Λ1]0 = x1[P2 − P3]. (B.15)
Consistency of this relation requires P2 = P3, i.e., symmetry of Λ1 under the interchange
of x2 and x3.
5. Once we established that Λ1(x2 . . . xn) is symmetric, it is convenient to introduce a
“generating” linear polynomial Λ(x1 . . . xn) symmetric in its arguments and define
Λ1 = ∂1Λ. (B.16)
Then the second relation in (B.13) implies
Λj = ∂1Λ + (x1 − xj)∂1∂jΛ = ∂1Λ|xj=0 + x1∂1∂jΛ = ∂jΛ|x1=0 + x1∂1∂jΛ = ∂jΛ.
To summarize, we have demonstrated that in the generic case existence of the Killing




[xk − xj ], Λj = ∂jΛ, (B.17)
where Λ(x1 . . . xn) is a linear polynomial in every (x1 . . . xn) symmetric under interchange of
every pair of arguments. This completes the justification of (2.39)–(2.41), which summarize
the extraction of the separable coordinates from a Killing tensor.
B.2 Ellipsoidal coordinates in flat space
In section 2.2 we demonstrated that separation of non-cyclic coordinates generically leads to
ellipsoidal coordinates. Our derivation was based on the assumption of generality: we pos-
tulated that metric components have non-trivial dependence on all non-cyclic coordinates.
If this assumption is dropped, one recovers degenerate cases of ellipsoidal coordinates, and
in this appendix we will illustrate this using a well-known example of flat three-dimensional
space. Degeneration in higher dimensions is very similar, but its detailed discussion is be-
yond the scope of this article.
Consider a flat three-dimensional space with a metric





























Without the loss of generality we assume that non-degenerate coordinates have a > b > c
and the roots are arranged in the following order:
x0 > a > x1 > b > x2 > c. (B.20)
Cartesian coordinates (r1, r2, r3) can be expressed in terms of (x0, x1, x2) as
r1 =
[















This transformation turns the metric (B.18) into
ds2 =
(x0 − x1)(x0 − x2)dx20
4(x0 − a)(x0 − b)(x0 − c) +
(x1 − x0)(x1 − x2)dx21
4(x1 − a)(x1 − b)(x1 − c)
+
(x2 − x0)(x2 − x1)dx22
4(x2 − a)(x2 − b)(x2 − c) . (B.22)
Shifting six quantities (xi, a, b, c) by c, one usually sets c = 0, and we will follow this
convention.37
The degenerate cases of the ellipsoidal coordinates are discussed in great detail in [61],38
and we will focus only on oblate spheroidal and spherical coordinates. Oblate spheroidal
coordinates are obtained from (B.21) by writing
x0 = a+ ξ0, x1 = a− aξ1, x2 = bξ2 (B.23)










4ξ1(1− ξ1) + (ξ0 + a)(1− ξ1)
dξ22
4ξ2(1− ξ2) . (B.24)
This expression has a very simple interpretation: ξ2 gives rise to a new cyclic coordinate ζ
(ξ2 = cos
2 ζ), while (ξ0, ξ1) form two-dimensional elliptic coordinates. This is in a perfect
agreement with general analysis of non-cyclic directions presented in section 2.2.
As a next example we consider spherical coordinates, which can be obtained by writing
b = a− ǫ, x0 = ξ0, x1 = a− ǫξ1, x2 = aξ2, (B.25)










4(1− ξ2)ξ2 = dr
2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2 + dθ2. (B.26)
We see that although ξ2 (which is related to the polar angle θ) remains a non-cyclic coor-
dinate, it does not appear in g11, so spherical coordinates violate one of the assumptions
made in section 2.2. Nevertheless such parameterization can be obtained as a degenerate
case of ellipsoidal coordinates, and we conjecture that any separable frame in the non-
cyclic coordinates can be obtained as a similar singular limit from the systems derived in
section 2.2.2. The proof of this conjecture is beyond the scope of this paper.
37In section 3 we use a different convention: a = 0, b = −a21, c = −a22.
38There are ten of them: rectangular, oblate/prolate spheroidal, circular/elliptic/parabolic cylinder,

















C Principal CKYT for the Myers-Perry black hole
In section 3 we found a family of the Killing-Yano tensors (3.30) for the Myers-Perry black
hole, and the construction was based on three statements:
1. The anti-symmetric tensor h defined by (3.29) is a Conformal Killing-Yano tensor and
the form (3.29) is closed. Such tensors are called Principal Conformal Killing-Yano
tensors (PCKYT) [69–73].
2. A wedge product of two PCKY tensors is again a PCKYT, so the expression ∧hn is
a PCKYT for any value of n.
3. If Y is a PCKYT then Y = ⋆Y is a Killing-Yano tensor.
The proofs of these statements are scattered throughout the literature [69–73, 77, 81, 82],
and the goal of this appendix is to present a simpler derivation of properties 1-3. We will
begin with properties 2 and 3 since they are not specific to the Myers-Perry black hole.
We begin with writing the condition dY = 0 for a Principal Conformal Killing-Yano
tensor Y of rank p:
∇aYbcd... −∇bYacd... −∇cYbad... + · · · = 0. (C.1)
There are p terms in this equation. Using the defining relation (2.15) for the CKYT,
∇bYacd... = −∇aYbcd... + 2gabZcd... − [gcaZbd... + gcbZad...] + . . . , (C.2)
equation (C.1) can be rewritten as
∇aYbcd... = p+ 1
p
[gabZcd... − gacZbd... + . . . ] = (p+ 1)ga[bZcd... ]. (C.3)
The PCKYT is defined as an object satisfying relations (C.1), (C.2), but one can use the
equivalent set of defining relation (C.1) and (C.3) instead. In particular, we observe that
any Killing-Yano tensor which is also closed must be covariantly constant. Such objects
are closely related to complex structures on Ka¨hler manifolds, which are discussed in the
appendix I.
To prove property 2, we observe that a product of two PCKYT, Y(p) ∧ Y(q) is closed,
and it satisfies equation (C.3) with
Z(p+q) =
1
p+ q + 2
[
(p+ 1)Z(p) ∧ Y(q) + (−1)p+q(q + 1)Z(q) ∧ Y(p)
]
. (C.4)







b1...bp(p+ 1)gm[b1Zb2...bp] = (p+ 1)εa1...aqm
b2...bpZb2...bp .
(C.5)
Symmetrization over (m, a1) gives zero, so Ya1...aq ≡ εa1...aq b1...bpYb1...bp is a Killing-Yano

















































2 + a2i )µ
2
i ] ∧ dφi (C.6)
is a Conformal Killing-Yano tensor. The proof will go in two steps: first we will verify
the CKYT equation for m = 0, and then we will show that m dependence does not affect
the result.
For m = 0 the geometry (3.32) is flat, and it is convenient to rewrite it in the Cartesian
coordinates. In odd dimensions such coordinates are defined by
Xk + iYk =
√
r2 + a2kµke

















akdXk ∧ dYk . (C.8)
This gives interesting relations for the derivatives of hMN ,
∇MhNP +∇NhMP = 0, if (MNP ) 6= t,
∇MhNt +∇NhMt = 2[δMN − δMtδNt], (C.9)
∇MhtP +∇thMP = −[δMP − δMtδPt],
which can be summarized as an equation for the CKYT (2.15):
∇MhNP +∇NhMP = 2gMNZP − gMPZN − gNPZM , ZM∂M = ∂t. (C.10)
The argument for even dimensions works in a similar way. This concludes the first part of
the proof (h is a CKYT for the flat space), and now we will demonstrate that (C.10) holds
for m 6= 0 as well.
While it is possible to verify (C.10) using the explicit form of the Christoffel’s sym-
bols,39 this calculation is tedious and not very instructive since it does not take advantage
of the high degree of symmetry of the Myers-Perry solution. We will use an alternative
method based on spin connections, which gives the answer in an easier and more transpar-
ent way. First we rewrite (C.10) in terms of frame indices:
∇ahbc +∇bhac = 2ηabZc − ηacZb − ηbcZa (C.11)
h = rerˆ ∧ etˆ +
∑
i
√−xiexˆi ∧ eiˆ, Za = eat .
To derive the desired result we should analyze the m-dependence of
Tabc ≡ ∇ahbc +∇bhac . (C.12)

















Covariant derivatives of the objects with frame indices are evaluated using the standard
relations
∇aV b = eMa ∂MV b + ωa,bcV c , ∇aWb = eMa ∂MWb − ωa,cbWc , (C.13)
and the spin connection ωa,
b




[Γc,ab + Γb,ac − Γa,bc] , dea = 1
2
Γa,bce
b ∧ ec . (C.14)
In particular, the explicit expressions for etˆ in (3.20) and (3.33) imply that
Γtˆ,βrˆ = 0. (C.15)
Here and below the greek letters denote the frame indices excluding (rˆ, tˆ). Although it is
not obvious from eiˆ and eφˆi , the anholonomy coefficients Γα,tˆγ vanish as well. To see this,





c = (∂µeaν − ∂νeaµ)eµb eνc = −eµb eaν∂µeνc + eµc eaν∂µeνb , (C.16)











∂µ lnF = −1
2
eµγηαtˆ ∂µ lnF = 0. (C.17)
Next we use the frames (3.20) and (3.33) to compute the anholonomy Γa,bc coefficients
and spin connections ωa,bc in terms of their counterparts Γ˜a,bc and ω˜a,bc for m = 0. The
simplicity of the m dependence in the frames combined with relations Γα,tˆγ = Γ
tˆ
,βrˆ = 0
allows us to write the answers without doing complicated calculations which are normally






R , even d√
R−mr2
R , odd d
, (C.18)




































and the spin connections as
ωα,βγ = ω˜α,βγ , ωrˆ,αβ = Sω˜rˆ,αβ , ωα,rˆβ = Sω˜α,rˆβ , ωrˆ,rˆβ = ω˜rˆ,rˆβ ,
ωtˆ,tˆα = ω˜tˆ,tˆα, ωtˆ,αβ = Sω˜tˆ,αβ , ωα,βtˆ = Sω˜α,βtˆ, (C.20)
ωα,rˆtˆ = ω˜α,rˆtˆ, ωrˆ,αtˆ = ω˜rˆ,αtˆ, ωtˆ,αrˆ = ω˜tˆ,αrˆ, ωrˆ,rˆtˆ = 0, ωtˆ,tˆrˆ = Γtˆ,tˆrˆ.
Substituting the expressions (C.14) into (C.12) and introducing ∂ˆa ≡ eMa ∂M , we find


























and the explicit expressions (C.19), (C.20) give
Tαβγ = T˜αβγ , Tαmˆnˆ = T˜αmˆnˆ, Tmˆnˆα = T˜mˆnˆα, Tmˆβγ = ST˜mˆβγ , Tαβmˆ = ST˜αβmˆ, (C.22)
where (mˆ, nˆ) take values tˆ or rˆ. The remaining components are
Trˆrˆrˆ = 0, Ttˆtˆtˆ = 0, Trˆtˆtˆ = 0, Ttˆrˆtˆ = 0,
Trˆrˆtˆ = 2∂ˆrˆhrˆtˆ + 2Γrˆ,rˆrˆh
rˆ
tˆ + 2ωrˆ,tˆtˆhrˆ
tˆ = 2∂ˆrˆhrˆtˆ = ST˜rˆrˆtˆ, (C.23)
Ttˆrˆrˆ = ∂ˆrˆhtˆrˆ + Γtˆ,rˆtˆh
tˆ
rˆ + 2ωtˆ,rˆtˆhrˆ
tˆ = ∂ˆrˆhtˆrˆ = ST˜tˆrˆrˆ .
Recalling that
Zα = eαt = Z˜α, Ztˆ = etˆt = SZ˜tˆ, Zrˆ = 0, (C.24)
we conclude that equation (C.11),
Tabc = 2ηabZc − ηacZb − ηbcZa, (C.25)
is equivalent to
T˜abc = 2ηabZ˜c − ηacZ˜b − ηbcZ˜a, (C.26)
which has been verified earlier. This completes the proof of the relation (C.10) for the
Myers-Perry black hole and verification of statements 1-3 made in the beginning of this
appendix.
D Dimensional reduction and T duality
This appendix discusses dimensional reduction of equations for Killing vectors, Killing–
(Yano) tensors and their conformal counterparts. Section D.1 sets up the conventions,
section D.2 discusses dimensional reduction of arbitrary tensors, and these results are
applied to Killing vectors in section D.3, to symmetric Killing tensors in section D.4,
and to Killing-Yano tensors in section D.6. Conformal Killing tensors are discussed in
section D.5, conformal Killing vectors are analyzed in section 4.1.3 and some comments
about conformal Killing-Yano tensors are made in the end of section 4.3.
We demonstrate that equations for the KV and KT are consistent with T duality, but
equation for the KYT should be modified, and we find the unique modification. Also we
find that consistency between continuous symmetries and T duality leads to constraints
on the Kalb-Ramond field if one is present, and such constraints suggest an interesting
generalization of a standard Lie derivative along vector field to the derivative along Killing
tensors. This construction is discussed in section D.4.1.
D.1 Conventions
We begin with setting up the conventions. Consider a geometry which admits a Killing
vector ∂z and write the metric and the Kalb-Ramond field in the form

































Here (m,n) run over all coordinates excluding z, and an unusual notation for B field will
be justified below. Ramond-Ramond fields may also be present, but they will not affect














Since z is a cyclic coordinate in (D.1), it is possible to perform T duality along this direction














g˜mn = gmn − GmzGnz −BmzBnz
gzz
, B˜mn = Bmn − Bmzgnz − gmzBnz
gzz
.
Application of this procedure to (D.1) gives
ds˜2 = e−C(dz+A˜mdx
m)2+ gˆmndx















Notice that Am and A˜m are interchanged by T duality making the notation (D.1) very
natural.
In this paper we use the following conventions:
• capital letters run through all the coordinates, {M,N, . . .} = {1, . . . , d};
• lower case letters run through all the coordinates except z, {m,n, . . .} = {1, . . . , d−1};
• objects after T duality are marked with tilde, e.g. V˜i, K˜mn;
• objects not affected by T duality are marked by hat, e.g. gˆij , ∇ˆm.
D.2 Dimensional reduction and covariant derivatives
In this appendix we will express covariant derivatives in the geometry (D.1) in terms of
derivatives on the base dsˆ2 assuming that all objects are z-independent.
We begin with analyzing covariant derivatives of a vector:
WMN = ∇MVN . (D.5)




























As(∂mgnz + ∂ngmz). (D.6)
Indices of the gauge field Ai are raised using gˆ







































Wmn = ∇ˆmV n + 1
2
gˆmagˆnbFabVz.
All components of WMN can be obtained by taking linear combinations of the expressions



















The relation (D.7), (D.8) are used in section 4.1. While discussing conformal Killing vectors
in section 4.1.3 we also need generalization of (D.7) to derivatives of a z-dependent vector:








∂aVz − ∂aCVz − eCFabV b + gˆab∂zV b −Aa∂zVz
]
, (D.9)
Wmn +Wnm = ∇ˆmV n + ∇ˆnV m −Am∂zV n −An∂zV m.
Once the action of covariant derivatives on various types of indices is specified, their















































These formulas are used in section 4 to study the reduction of Killing–(Yano) tensors.
D.3 Dimensional reduction for Killing vectors
In this subsection we will consider the behavior of Killing vectors under T duality. We will
start with an object which satisfies the Killing equation

















in the geometry (D.1) supported by the NS-NS fields. T duality along z direction gives the
geometry (D.4) which has the same form with replacements
C → −C, A ↔ A˜, e2φ → e2φ−C , fixed gˆmn, Bˆmn . (D.12)
If present, Ramond-Ramond fields would also transform under such duality, but such fields
will not affect our analysis.
Let us assume that before T duality geometry (D.1) admitted a Killing vector that
satisfied equation
ZMN = 0, ZMN ≡ ∇MVN +∇NVM . (D.13)




Zmn = ∇ˆmV n + ∇ˆnV m = 0, (D.14)
Zz
m = gˆma∂a(e
−CVz)− gˆmbFbaV a = 0.
T duality (D.12) leaves the first two equations invariant as long as we make identification
V˜ a = V a, (D.15)
and it maps the last equation (D.14) into a restriction on the B field:
gˆma∂aW˜z + gˆ
mbH˜bazV
a = 0, W˜z ≡ −e−CVz. (D.16)
Similarly, before the T duality we must have
gˆma∂aWz + gˆ
mbHbazV
a = 0, Wz ≡ −eC V˜z. (D.17)
The last equation is a (mz) component of a covariant relation:
HMNSV
S = ∇MWN −∇NWM , (D.18)
as now we will discuss its origin and implications coming from the remaining components.
To give a geometrical interpretation of (D.18) we look at a Lie derivative of the B field
along the Killing vector V :
LV BMN = V A∇ABMN +BAN∇MV A +BMA∇NV A
= V AHMNA −∇M (V ABAN ) +∇N (V ABAM )
and recall that if V A is a Killing vector, then this derivative must be a pure gauge, i.e.,
LV BMN = ∇MW ′N −∇NW ′M (D.19)
for some vector W ′M . Combining the last two relations, we find
V AHMNA = ∇M (W ′N + V ABAN )−∇N (W ′M + V ABAM ),






















At this point we have demonstrated that condition (D.18) comes from requiring that the
Lie derivative of the B field is a pure gauge, and we found the T duality map for various
components of V and W :
V˜ a = V a, W˜z = −e−CVz, V˜z = −e−CWz. (D.21)
To complete the proof that the system{
∇MVN +∇NVM = 0
HMNSV
S = ∇MWN −∇NWM
(D.22)
remains invariant, we have to analyze the (mn) components of the last equation and find
the map between Wm and W˜m.
Let us start with a B field that satisfies the constraint (D.18) in the original frame. In
particular this implies








V a + F˜mnV
z. (D.23)
Assuming that the counterpart of this relation after T duality is also satisfied, we can
subtract it from the last relation to find
∇m(Wn−W˜n)−∇n(Wm−W˜m)=[d(A˜ ∧A)]mnaV a + F˜mnV z − FmnV˜ z (D.24)
= F˜mn[e
−CVz−AaV a]−Fmn[eC V˜z−A˜aV a]+[d(A˜∧A)]mnaV a
= F˜mne
−CVz−FmneC V˜z−[F˜maAn−FmaA˜n−(m ↔ n)]V a.
Using the last equation in (D.14) and its counterpart after T duality, we can simplify the
last bracket:
∇m(Wn − W˜n)−∇n(Wm − W˜m)
= F˜mne
−CVz − FmneC V˜z − [∂m(eC V˜z)An − ∂m(e−CVz)A˜n − (m ↔ n)]
= ∂m[A˜ne
−CVz −AneC V˜z]− ∂n[A˜me−CVz −AmeC V˜z]. (D.25)
We conclude that the system (D.22) remains invariant under T duality if the standard
rules (D.12) are supplemented by
V˜ a = V a, W˜z = −e−CVz, V˜z = −e−CWz,
W˜n = Wn − A˜ne−CVz −AnWz + ∂nf, (D.26)
where f is an arbitrary function. The last line can also be written as
W˜n = Wn + gˆna∂af, (D.27)

















D.4 Dimensional reduction of the Killing tensor equation
Next we look at the equation for the Killing tensor:
MMNP = 0, MMNP ≡ ∇MKNP +∇NKMP +∇PKMN , KMN = KNM . (D.28)
Assuming that geometry (D.1) does not have a B field and that all components of KMN








a − 2gˆpaKzz∂aC + gˆpa∂aKzz, (D.29)
Mmnz = ∇ˆmKzn + ∇ˆnKzm + [gˆmbKan + gˆnbKma]eCFab − [gˆmaKzn + gˆnaKzm]∂aC,
Mmnp = ∇ˆmKnp + ∇ˆnKmp + ∇ˆpKmn,
and match equations for the Killing tensor before and after the duality:
zzz K tz ∂te












+ (m ↔ n) = 0 ∇ˆm(eCK˜nz) + (m ↔ n) = 0
mnp ∇ˆmKnp + ∇ˆnKmp + ∇ˆpKmn = 0 ∇ˆmK˜np + ∇ˆnK˜mp + ∇ˆpK˜mn = 0
From mnp components we obtain
K˜mn = Kmn. (D.30)






+ (m ↔ n) = 0. (D.31)
Using the general reduction (D.10) after duality, we find
∇˜mLzn = ∇ˆmLzn + 1
2
gmaLz
n∂aC ⇒ ∇ˆmLzn = eC/2∇˜m[e−C/2Lzn],
and applying this relation to Lz




mb = eC/2∇˜m[e−C/2Knz] + eC/2∇˜n[e−C/2Kmz] . (D.32)
The only covariant extension of this equation for the B-field is42
H˜AMP K˜N
A + H˜ANP K˜M
A = eC/2∇˜M [e−C/2W˜NP ] + eC/2∇˜N [e−C/2W˜MP ] . (D.33)
41Recall that K˜mn = Kmn, so we can write the left hand side of (D.32) in terms of dual variables.
42As a consistency check, we note that the trivial Killing tensor K˜MN = gMN does not give any restriction

















Equation (D.32) recovers the (mnz) component of this constraint, but other components
require additional analysis. Here we just mention that the constraint (D.33) admits a
special solution
K˜nz = 0, W
n
z = −e−CKnz, Wzz = 0, Wmn = 0,
FpaKn
a − FnaKpa + 2FnpK˜zz = ∇˜n(−e−CKzp)− ∇˜p(−e−CKzn),
∂ae
CgpbK
ab − ∂p(e2CK˜zz) = 0.
(D.34)
To summarize, we found that T duality maps equations for KT to a combination of the
same equation and a constraint on the B field:
∇(MKNP ) = 0 ⇐⇒
{
∇(MK˜NP ) = 0,
HAP (MK˜N)
A + eC/2∇(M [e−C/2WN)P ] = 0.
(D.35)
D.4.1 Lie derivative along KT
Note that the third equation in (D.29) has an interesting interpretation in terms of Lie
derivatives. To see this, we rewrite the Mmnz as
0 = gˆma
[
∇ˆa(e−CKnz) + (∇ˆbAa − ∇ˆaAb)Knb
]
+ (m ↔ n) (D.36)
= gma
[
∇˜a(e−CKnz −AbKnb) + ∇ˆbAaKnb +Ab∇ˆaKnb
]
+ (m ↔ n)
=
[
∇ˆm(e−CKnz −AbKnb) + (m ↔ n)
]
+ ∇ˆbAmKnb + ∇ˆbAnKmb −Ab∇ˆbKmn.
At the final step we used the equation for the Killing tensor. The last equation implies an
interesting relation for the Killing tensor
∇aAmKna +∇aAnKma −Aa∇aKmn = ∇mWn +∇nWm, (D.37)
which generalizes the expression (D.19) involving the Lie derivative of the B field along a
Killing vector. Specifically, rewriting (D.37) as
Aa∇aKmn −K am∇aAn −K an ∇aAm = −∇mWn −∇nWm (D.38)
we are tempted to interpret the left-hand side of the last equation as a “Lie derivative of Am
along a Killing tensor”. Although the analogy with the usual Lie derivative has limitations
(for example, the rank of the l.h.s. is higher than the rank of Am), equation (D.38) does
reduce to the combination of Lie derivative if Killing tensor has a form Kmn = λmλn:
lhs = λnλa∇aAm +∇aAnλmλa −Ar∇a(λmλn)
= λn [λa∇aAm −Aa∇aλm] + λm [λa∇aAn −Aa∇aλn]
= λn [λa∇aAm +Aa∇mλa] + λm [λa∇aAn +Aa∇nλa] (D.39)
= λnLλAm + λmLλAn.


















D.5 Extension to CKT
In this appendix our results are extended to the conformal Killing tensor assuming that
the original geometry has vanishing B field and that there is no mixture between z and
other coordinates. Starting with equation for the CKT,
3∇(MKNP ) = gMNWP + gMPWN + gNPWM , (D.40)
and performing reduction with Am = 0, we find





+ (m ↔ n) + ∂zKmn = Wzgmn
zzp : Kap∂aeC − 2Kzz∇pC +∇pKzz + 2∂zKzp = eCW p (D.41)
mnp : ∇mKnp +∇nKmp +∇nKmp = Wmgnp +Wngmp +W pgnm .
Motivated by the discussion of the CKV in subsection 4.1.3 we allowed the components of
CKT to depend on the z coordinate. We will assume that ∂z = 0 before T duality, but the
z-dependence appears afterward.
To satisfy the (mnp) equations before and after duality, we require
W˜ p = W p, K˜mn = Kmn. (D.42)
Comparing (mnz) equations before and after duality, and taking into account that
∂zKmn = 0, we set
W˜z = e
−2CWz + 2ve
−C , K˜n z = e−2CKnz + e−CVn, (D.43)
where Vn is a CKV with conformal factor v. Then (zzz) equation after T duality gives







where Nzz is z-independent “integration constant”.
Comparing the (zzp) equations before and after duality,
e−C∇p(e2CK˜zz) + eC∇p(e−2CKzz) + 2eC∂zK˜ pz = 2W p,
e−C∇p(e2CK˜zz)− eC∇p(e−2CKzz) + 2eC∂zK˜ pz = 2Kap∂aC, (D.45)
and assuming that ∂zVn = 0 (and thus ∂zK˜ pz = 0), we conclude that z-dependence disap-
pears from the last two equations if
∂p
[





2W˜ z + (Va∂aC − 2v)
]
= 0. (D.46)
The last equation is a counterpart of the homothety condition for the CKV. The remaining
equations are (D.45):
e−C∇p(e2CNzz) + eC∇p(e−2CKzz) = 2W p,
e−C∇p(e2CNzz)− eC∇p(e−2CKzz) = 2Kap∂aC. (D.47)
To summarize, we have to satisfy two constraints (D.46) and (D.47) on constraints on W p

















D.6 mKTY equation and the constraint on the B field
This subsection is dedicated to the derivation of our main result: invariance of the modified




ABYNB + (M ↔ N) = 0, (D.48)
under the T-duality transformations . Starting with a geometry (D.1) that admits a mod-
ified Killing-Yano tensor (mKYT) satisfying (D.48), we will show that the system (D.4)
related to (D.1) by T duality admits a mKYT Y˜MN with components
Y˜ mn = Y mn, Y˜z
s = e−CYz
s. (D.49)
To demonstrate the invariance of the mKYT equation, we perform a dimensional
reduction of
TMNP ≡ ∇MYNP + 1
2
HMPAg
ABYNB + (M ↔ N) . (D.50)
As discussed in section D.2, it is sufficient to look only at components with covariant indices
z and contravariant indices (m,n . . . ), and since tensor TMNP is symmetric in the first two






and demonstrate that they are invariant under the T duality (D.3).
1. (zzp) component. The first component in (D.51) is
Tzz
p = 2∇zYzp +HzpAYzA = ∂aeCY ap + gpaeCFbaYzb +HzsagspYza (D.52)
= ∂ae




Here we used expression (D.10) for the covariant derivative ∇zLzp of an arbitrary rank-2




b − gape−C F˜baYzb, (D.53)
we observe that is it invariant under the T duality transformation (D.3) if we require that
Y mn → Y mn, Yzm → eCYzm. (D.54)
To keep track of the last rescaling in the remaining equations, we introduce
Yˆz
m ≡ e−C/2Yzm (D.55)





b − gape−C/2F˜baYˆzb (D.56)
and invariance of equation Tzz
p = 0 under T duality becomes explicit.

















2. (mzz) component. The second component in (D.51),








is also invariant under T duality.
3. (mnz) component. The third component of (D.51) is
Tmnz = ∇mY nz + 1
2
HmzAY
An + (m ↔ n)











nb + (m ↔ n) .
Here we used (D.10) to express ∇mY nz in terms of the covariant derivative ∇ˆmY nz in the
reduced metric gˆmn. Rewriting the last equation in terms of the field strengths (Fij , F˜ij),










Y nb + (m ↔ n), (D.58)
and expressing the result in terms of Yˆ defined by (D.55), we find







Y nb + (m ↔ n). (D.59)
Clearly this expression is invariant under T duality.
4. (zmp) component. To simplify the fourth component of (D.51) we again use (D.10):
Tz












































































































Recalling the expression for H in terms of duality-invariant Bˆ (see (D.1), (D.4)),





Hˆ ≡ H −A ∧ F˜ = dBˆ − 1
2
[A ∧ F˜ + A˜ ∧ F ] (D.62)
is invariant under T duality. To demonstrate the invariance of (D.60), we rewrite that
expression as
Tz
















z − gps∂sCYˆ mz + gpsGsrY rm − gmsGsrY rp
]
(D.63)
Gsr ≡ eC/2Fsr − e−C/2F˜sr.
The first line of this equation is invariant under T-duality, while the second line changes
sign. Thus to make Tz





z − gps∂sCYˆ mz + gpsGsrY rm − gmsGsrY rp
]
= 0, (D.64)
Gsr ≡ eC/2Fsr − e−C/2F˜sr .
The physical meaning of this constraint is discussed in section 4.3.
5. (mnp) component. The final component of (D.51) gives44






nA + (m ↔ n). (D.65)

















magpbY nc(H −A ∧ F˜ )abc (D.66)
and recalling expression (D.62) for the duality-invariant Hˆ, we find
HmpAY
nA = gmagpbe−C F˜abY
n
z + g
magpbY ncHˆabc . (D.67)
Then equation (D.65) becomes










+ (m ↔ n), (D.68)
and rewriting it in terms of Yˆ










+ (m ↔ n) (D.69)
make the invariance under T duality explicit.

















The constraint (D.64) treat z direction in a special way, but it would be nice to write it in
a covariant form. This can be accomplished in an important special case when Fmn = 0,
which implies the T-dual configuration has no B field. Then (D.64) reduces to
Hnazg
abYbp +Hzpag
abYnb + [∂nCYˇzp − ∂pCYˇzn] = 0. (D.70)
The unique covariant form of this relation is
HAMP Y˜N
A −HANP Y˜MA −HAMN Y˜PA − (∂MCY˜NP − ∂NCY˜MP − ∂PCY˜NM )
= ∂MWNP − ∂NWMP − ∂PWNM ,
(D.71)
where W is auxiliary field introduced to satisfy the mnp components of the last equation,
which would be too restrictive otherwise.
To summarize, we have demonstrated that all independent components of TMNP given
by (D.51) can be written in a way that makes invariance under T duality (D.3) very explicit
(see (D.56), (D.57), (D.59), (D.63), (D.69)), as long as constraint (D.64) is satisfied.
D.6.1 KT from mKYT
Finally we show that the modified Killing-Yano equation reduces to a standard Killing
tensor equation. To do so we begin with the modified equation for KYT







A = 0 (D.72)








































Adding these equations, we find the standard Killing tensor equation










∇MKBN +∇NKMB +∇BKMN = 0. (D.73)
Here
KMN ≡ YMAYNA. (D.74)
To summarize, we demonstrated that the standard relation “KT=KYT2” persists for the

















E The restrictions on the B field from the F1 → NS5 duality chain
In section 4.2.1 we derived the restrictions on the metric and the B-field (4.42) by requiring
separability of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation along all O(d, d) orbits which start with a
pure metric. In this section we will extend those results to O(d, d) orbits starting with NS5
solutions (thus generating the entire F1-NS5-P family) and show that separability leads to
additional constraints (4.65), (4.67), (4.68) on the B field.
We start with conditions on the B field (4.44) and (4.45)
∂x∂y(fgab)− fgMNHyaMHxNb − fgMNHxaMHyNb = 0, (E.1)
∂y(fg
mM )HxMb + ∂x(fg
mM )HyMb + fg
mM∂xHyMb = 0.
Next we consider the first equation and require this constraint to hold on the entire O(d, d)
orbit containing NS5 brane. Comparing (E.1) for F1 orbit with its counterpart for NS5,
we find























NS5 = FfF1, F ≡
√
detG detH. (E.3)
Expressions without superscript in (E.2) refer to the fundamental string. The field























































In the last line all indices are contracted with g
(NS5)















We can now rewrite the conditions (E.2) in terms of the F1 fields:































+ F 2(∂x∂y[fgab] + fHxMNHy
MNgab) = 0,













Remarkably in all our examples the two terms entering this expression vanish separately,
so we conjecture that this will always happen for the systems obtained from fundamental
stings via the duality chain, although we will not attempt to prove this fact. Recalling that
















in every frame containing only NS-NS fields. Vanishing of the second term in (E.8) gives





MN = 0. (E.11)
Now we consider the the second condition in (E.1)
∂y(fg
mM )HxMb + ∂x(fg
mM )HyMb + fg
mM∂xHyMb = 0. (E.12)
Writing it for F1 and for NS5, and using (E.3) we get
∂y(fg
mM )HxMb + ∂x(fg
mM )HyMb + fg
mM∂xHyMb = 0, (E.13)
∂y(fg





Here H˜ = ⋆6H
(F1) is six-dimensional Hodge dual of the field strength for F1. Note that
the first equation (and its dual counterpart) can be written in two different ways (using






= 0, e2ΦNS5 = detH
√
detG. (E.14)
To summarize we have found two additional constrains (E.8), (E.13) on the B field
that guarantee separability of F1-NS5. Remarkably in the studied examples the first con-


















F Modified KY tensor for the charged Myers-Perry black hole
In section 5.1 we presented the modified Killing-Yano tensor for the charged counterpart of
the Myers-Perry black hole. In this appendix we will outline the derivation of (5.3)–(5.4).
We begin with the original Myers-Perry metric and its Killing-Yano tensor written in
terms of frames (3.20) and apply the first two steps in the duality chain (5.2). The boost
leads to replacements
dt → chαdt+ shαdy
dy → chαdy + shαdt
,
∂t → chα∂t − shα∂y
∂y → chα∂y − shα∂t
(F.1)
in the frames (3.20), but it does not modify the expressions (3.30), (3.31). T duality along
y direction leaves the contravariant components gmn = gˆmn and Y mn invariant, so it is
reasonable to assume that neither expressions (3.30), (3.31) nor components of eA which



































with some functions (Cy, Ct, Ci). This assumption will be justified by the explicit cal-
culation that recovers transformation rules (D.1), (D.4) and (D.49) and determines the
functions (Cy, Ct, Ci).
We begin with recovering the relation g˜ym = 0, which must hold after T duality.
Equations (F.2) give


























Coefficients in front of ∂t and all ∂φk must vanish, so we find n equations for (n+1) variables
(Cy, Ct, Ci), which are completely determined up to one overall factor. Thus it is sufficient
to guess the solution and check the result. To determine the coefficients (Cy, Ct, Ci) we
set m = 0 in the boosted frames before T duality, which can be extracted from (F.2) by
setting Cy = Ct = Ci = 1. This gives the off-diagonal components before T duality










































The last expression must vanish since for m = 0 time and y coordinate enter the Myers-
Perry metric (3.1) only through the boost-invariant combination −dt2 + dy2. Comparison
of (F.3) with (F.4) gives the unique expressions for the unknown functions in terms of Cy:

























To simplify this expression we again used the trick of setting m to zero. For the boosted
version of (3.1) we find




Matching this with g˜yy, we conclude that Cy = 1.
To summarize, we have demonstrated that the frames (F.2) with




reproduce the metric after T duality and expression (5.3) recovers the correct components
Y mn, it only remains to check that the correct transformation of Yz
s is also recovered.





a1 ∧ · · · ∧ eap , Y˜ (p) =
∑
Aa1,...ap e˜
a1 ∧ · · · ∧ e˜ap (F.9)
with the same coefficients Aa1,...ap . The original frames e
a are given by (F.2) with
Ci = Cy = Ct = 1, and the dual frames e˜










we find the perfect agreement with transformation (4.74),




eC ≡ gyy = 1 + mr
FR
sh2α = h1. (F.12)
This concludes the derivation of the Killing-Yano tensors (5.3), (5.4), (5.6) for the charged
Myers-Perry black holes in even dimensions. The arguments for the odd dimensions are
identical, and the answer is given by (5.7), (5.8).
G Killing tensors for the F1-NS5 system
In this appendix we will present some technical details of calculations leading to the Killing

















G.1 F1-NS5 from the four-dimensional Kerr metric





















(r2 + a2)hα +
2mra2 sin2 θ
ρ2






















dy ∧ dt− 2amr chα shβ sin
2 θ
hβρ2
dy ∧ dφ+ 2am cos θ chβ shα
hβρ2
dt ∧ dz
− m cos θ sh2α(a
















The charges associated with NS5 branes and fundamental strings are defined by
Q5 = 2A
2 = 2m sinh2 α, Q1 = 2B
2 = 2m sinh2 β . (G.2)
The nontrivial Killing tensor for (G.1) can be extracted either from solving a system of
differential equations (2.6) or by separating variables in the massive Hamilton-Jacobi equa-






+ µ2 = 0, (G.3)
multiply it by ρ2hα, and rewrite the result as a system of two differential equations
Λ = (2A2 + r)(2B2 + r)(∂yS)
2 −
[



















+ µ2(2B2r + r2), (G.4)








− a2c2θ(∂zS)2 − µ2a2c2θ.
In general Λ can depend on all coordinates, but for separable solutions,

















this function must be constant. This constant gives rise to a Killing tensor






∂2φ − ∂2θ − a2c2θ∂2z + a2c2θgMN∂M∂N .
(G.6)
Here we removed µ2 from (G.4) using the relation
gMN∂MS∂NS + µ
2 = 0.
This Killing tensor (G.6) is used in section 5.2. Note that even though we found KT, the
square root of (G.6) does not solve either standard or modified KYT equation for arbitrary
charges. The special cases for which modified KYT exists are discussed in subsection 5.2.
G.2 F1-NS5 from the five-dimensional black hole
The chain of dualities (5.2) can also be applied to a five-dimensional black hole, but fortu-
nately this procedure has been performed in [120].45 Here we will focus on solution with
one rotation which can be obtained by setting δp = 0, a1 = 0, a2 = a in equation (3.6)





































































r2 + a2 +B2
)











, Hi ≡ 1 +Ki, i = 1, 5. (G.7)




A2 +B2 +M + r2 +
(A2 +M)(B2 +M)









a2 −M + r2 ∂tS∂φS
+













a2 −M + r2 (∂φS)
2 + (A2 + r2)µ2 =
a2 cos2 θ(∂tS)






2 − a2 cos2 θµ2.
45The metric has been constructed earlier in [117] using different methods, and in the full solution (G.7)

















This equation clearly separates in θ, r and gives rise to the Killing tensor
KMN∂M∂N = a







+ a2 cos2 θgMN∂MS∂NS. (G.9)
In contrast to the F1-NS5 system constructed from the four-dimensional Kerr solution
(there was no mKYT) the square root of (G.9) give rises to a rank-3 modified Killing-Yano
tensor discussed in subsection 5.3.
G.3 F1-NS5 from the Plebanski-Demianski solutions










(dτ + q2dσ)2 − Y
p2 + q2
(dτ − p2dσ)2,
X = γ − g2 − ǫp2 − λp4 + 2lp, Y = γ + e2 + ǫq2 − λq4 − 2mq. (G.10)
Here λ is a cosmological constant, e and g are electric and magnetic charges (we will set
these quantities to zero). The remaining constants (γ,m, l, ǫ) effectively comprise 3 real
continuous parameters and one discrete parameter, since one can always rescale coordinates
to set ε to one of three values (+1,−1, 0). The remaining continuous parameters (γ,m, l)
are related to the angular momentum, mass, and the NUT charge. The Kerr solution (2.45)
is recovered by setting
γ = a2, ǫ = 1− λa2, p = a cos θ, q = r, τ = t− a
1 + λa2
φ, σ = − 1
a(1 + λa2)
φ.
In string theory applications one usually sets e = g = 0, and since asymptotic flatness is a
crucial part of our solution generating technique, we set λ = 0 as well. Applying the chain

























































− fβpq(lp+mq) + (lq −mp)(q






























Writing the HJ equation for the metric (G.11) and multiplying it by fα, we extract the
Killing tensor from separation of variables as in the previous subsections























p¯α = p ch
2
α + (2l − ǫp) sh2α. (G.13)
Note that setting the NUT charge to zero and choosing ǫ = 1 gives
p¯|l=0,ǫ=1 = p. (G.14)
This example shows that the NUT charge does not spoil separability and consistent with
results from appendix G.1.
H Double Field Theory
In this appendix we review the Double Field Theory (DFT) [49–53] and use rewrite the
action of T duality on Killing vectors in a more symmetric form.
Double Field Theory is an elegant way of incorporating T duality as a symmetry of field
theory. This is accomplished by extending the standard D coordinates xm into a larder
2D-dimensional space xM = (x˜m, x
m). In this appendix we deviate from the notation
used throughout this paper and denote the spacetime indices by lower-case letters, while
reserving the capital ones to label the “double space” spanning over regular and barred
indices N = (n, n¯). This notation is standard in the DFT literature. The theory is
formulated with full duality group O(D,D).
Recall that the T duality group is associated to string compactifications on Tn
is O(n, n), so we see that DFT gives a geometric interpretation to the T duality
transformation.
The next step in constructing DFT is defining the fields. One is looking for O(D,D)
invariant tensors. It turns out that the metric gmn and the Bmn field can be unified into








Note that the generalized metric does not play the same role as the regular metric in
general relativity: the indices are raised and lowered with the constant O(D,D) invariant
























To define diffeomorphisms in DFT theory one needs to introduce the generalized Lie deriva-
tive [129–131] of the generalized metric
LξHMN = ξP∂PHMN + (∂MξP − ∂P ξM )HPN + (∂NξP − ∂P ξN )HMP , (H.3)
where ξI = (λ˜i, λ
i), ξI = (λ
i, λ˜i) is the generalized gauge parameter. Here λ˜i corresponds to
the gauge transformation of the Kalb-Ramond field Bij and λ
i is a usual diffeomorphism.
Transformation (H.3) differs from the standard diffeomorphisms in 2D dimensions
since the following condition must be preserved
HMAηABHBN = ηMN . (H.4)
To demonstrate that (H.3) accomplishes this task, one begins with observing that
LξηMN = (∂Mξ





ξP∂PHMA + (∂MξP − ∂P ξM )HPA + (∂AξP − ∂P ξA)HMP
]




P − ∂P ξM )ηPN + (∂AξP − ∂P ξA)HMP ηABHBN
]
+ (M ↔ N)
= (∂AξQ − ∂QξA)ηPQηAB(HMPHBN +HNPHBM ) = 0 . (H.6)
This leads to the conclusion that the condition (H.4) is preserved by the modified diffeo-
morphism (H.3).
H.1 Killing vectors in DFT
To incorporate Killing vectors in the DFT framework, we recall that in the Riemannian
geometry the Lie derivative of the metric gmn along a Killing vector λ vanishes
Lλgmn = ∇mλn +∇nλn = 0. (H.7)
So to define the “double Killing vector” ξM = (λ˜m, λ
m) we require vanishing of the gener-
alized Lie derivative (H.3)
LξHMN = ξP∂PHMN + (∂MξP − ∂P ξM )HPN + (∂NξP − ∂P ξN )HMP = 0. (H.8)
Next we will demonstrate that this equation incorporates both gauge transformation of B
field and usual diffeomorphism of the metric.46
Let us begin with m¯n¯ components of equation (H.8)47 with HMN from (H.1)
LξHm¯n¯ = ξP∂PHm¯n¯ + ∂m¯ξPHPn¯ − ∂P ξm¯HPn¯ + ∂n¯ξPHm¯P − ∂P ξn¯Hm¯P
= ξp∂pHm¯n¯ − ∂pξm¯Hpn¯ − ∂pξn¯Hm¯p = ξp∂pgmn − ∂pξm¯gpn − ∂pξn¯gmp
= λp∂pg
mn − ∂pλmgpn − ∂pλngmp = Lξ(gmn) = 0. (H.9)
46Appearance of both ingredients in the generalized Lie derivative has been discussed in [129–131].

















This recovers the standard equation (H.7) for the Killing vector. For the m¯n components
of equation (H.8) we find
LξHm¯n = ξp∂pHm¯n − ∂pξm¯Hpn + ∂nξPHm¯P − ∂pξnHm¯p
= λp∂p(−gmkBkn)− ∂pλm(−gpkBkn) + ∂nλp(−gmkBkp) + ∂nλ˜pgmp − ∂pλ˜ngmp
= λp∂pBn
m − ∂pλmBnp + ∂nλpBpm + (∂nλ˜p − ∂pλ˜n)gmp = 0. (H.10)
The first two terms give the regular Lie derivative of Bn
m along the Killing vector λm,
but this derivative does bot have to vanish since the Kalb-Ramond is defined only up to
a gauge transformation. Equation (H.10) states that the Lie derivative of B must be a
pure gauge (with gauge parameter λ˜m), which means that all physical effects from the
Kalb-Ramond field are invariant under the diffeomorphisms generated by λm. The mn
components of (H.3) give nothing new due to the constraint (H.4).
We conclude that the Lie derivative (H.3) can be used to formulate generalized Killing
equation
ξP∂PHMN + (∂MξP − ∂P ξM )HPN + (∂NξP − ∂P ξN )HMP = 0, (H.11)
whose components give equation (H.9) for the regular Killing vector and relation (H.10)
for the Lie derivative of the B field.
For future reference we rewrite equations (H.9) and (H.10) in terms of the covariant
derivatives. For the first equation the transition is standard:
LξHm¯n¯ = 0 ⇒ ∇mλn +∇nλm = 0, (H.12)
and equation (H.4),
LξHm¯n = 0 ⇒ λp∂pBnm − ∂pλmBnp + ∂nλpBpm + (∂nλ˜p − ∂pλ˜n)gmp = 0, (H.13)
requires additional work. Straightforward transformations lead to
λp∇pBnm −∇pλmBnp +∇nλpBpm +∇mλ˜n −∇nλ˜m = 0, (H.14)
and using the Killing equation (H.12) the last relation can be rewritten in terms of the
gauge-invariant field strength H = dB:
Hmnpλ
p = ∇mλ˜′n −∇nλ˜′m , (H.15)
where we defined
λ˜′m = λ˜m + λpbm
p . (H.16)
Notice that under the O(D,D) transformations act as a rotation between λ˜m and λ
m, and


















Killing-Yano tensors are closely related to Ka¨hler forms on complex manifolds, and in this
appendix we will apply the reduction used for the KYT to arrive at the modified Ka¨hler
condition on manifolds with torsion to recover the well-known results [114, 133–136]. We
begin with an arbitrary anti-symmetric tensor J and define
TPMN = ∇PJMN . (I.1)
The Killing-Yano equation for J can be written as
T(PM)N = 0, (I.2)
and the Ka¨hler condition, dJ = 0, is
T[PMN ] = 0. (I.3)
Combination of the Ka¨hler condition with integrability of the complex structure is equiv-
alent to a simple constraint [137]
TPMN = 0, (I.4)
and we will now analyze its transformation under T duality.
Starting with a pure metric (D.1) with B = 0 and performing the dimensional reduction















[gˆmbJan − gˆnbJam]eCFab − 1
2
[gˆmaJz
n − gˆnaJzm]∂aC (I.5)
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J˜ mz = e
−CJ mz , J˜
mn = Jmn, (I.6)




































where tildes refer to expressions after the T duality. If we define a tensor

























n = −e−2CTzzn, T˜zmn = −e−CTzmn, T˜ pzn = e−CT pzn, T˜mnp = Tmnp. (I.9)
In particular we observe that the Ka¨hler condition (I.4) is preserved by the T duality, as
long as one uses the modified expression (I.8) for T˜PMN in the presence of the B field.
Expression (I.8) can be interpreted as a covariant derivative on a manifold with torsion,
and equation T˜PMN = 0 coincides with well-known requirement of supersymmetry for
geometries supported by the Kalb-Ramond field [114].
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